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TERRITORIES UNDER PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATION

A• INFOR~ATION ON THE TERRITORIES

I" THE TERRITORIES IN GENERAL

General

1. The Territories under Portuguese administration comprise the Cape Verde

Archipelago; Guinea, called Portuguese Guinea; Sao Tome Prfncipe and their

dependencies; Angola, including the enclave of Cabinda; Mozambique; Macau and

dependencies; and Timor and dependencies. These Territories cover an area of

approximately 800,900 square miles (2,074,000 square kilometres) and have

over 12 million inhabitants. The area of Portugal itself is 35,500 square

miles (91,900 square kilometres) and in 1960 it had a population of 9,134,000.

Status

2. Until 1951, these Territories were listed as colonies in the Portuguese

Constitution. The basic principles of government and administration of these

Territories were laid down in the Colonial Act of 1930 and were further developed

in the Organic Charter of the Portuguese Colonial Empire of 1933 and in the

Overseas Administration Reform Act of 1933.

3. When the Constitution was revised in 1951, the Colonial Act was abolished

and its main provisions were incorporated in the Constitution under a ch?pter

entitled 1I0verseas Portugal 11 • Henceforth, the overseas IITerritories 11 were to be

known as IIProvincesl'. The Organic Charter of 1933 was replaced by the Overseas

Organic Law of 27 June 1953, although its main provisions were unchanged. With

some modifications the Overseas Administration Reform Act of 1933 remains in

force.

4. The General Assembly, by resolution 1542 (XV) of 15 December 1960 considered

that these Territories were Non-Self-Governing Territories within the meaning of

Chapter XI of the Charter.

/ ...
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Government~/

(i) Central Government

5· The organs of the central Government ,vhich are directly concerned with the

Territories are the National Assembly, the Council of Ministers, the Minister

for Overseas Portugal and, on occasion, other individual Ministers •

6. The Nati.onal Assembly consists of 130 members, sixteen of whom represent

the Territories. Territorial representation is as follows:

Cape Verde 2

Guinea 1

Sao Tome and Principe 1

Angola 7
Mozambique 3

Macau 1

Timor 1

7. The National Assembly has the right to legislate for the Territories on

matters such as defence, currency, the creation of banks and the judicial system.

The Assembly may also legislate on the general system of government of the

Territories. In addition, the Assembly is concerned with the year-by-year

consideration of the accounts· of these Territories.

8. The central Government has legislative powers for the Territories when,

under the terms of the Constitution, it has by decree to take action affecting.

the whole national territory; it may also legislate by executive measures on

questions of common concern both to metropolitan Portugal and to one or more

of the Territories.

• 9. The powers of the Minister for Overseas Portugal are defined as extending

over "all matters which affect the higher or general interests of the nation's

, overseas policy, or those common to more than one province 11 • Among other

things, he is responsible for dravring up the IIpolitico-administrative ll statute

~ For a more comprehensive description of the governmental, administrative
.and judicial structure see the report of the Special Committee on Territories
under Portuguese Administration, Official Records of the General Assembly,
Seventeenth Session, Annexes, agenda item 54, document A!5160, paras. 44-119;
see also A/AC.108/L.6.
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of each individual Territory, though he must consult the Ov~rseas Council and

the L€gislative COtmcil, where one exists, or, if not, the Government Council

of the Province.

(ii) Territorial Government

10. The Territories are normally governed by special legislation passed by the

competent bodies in Portugal and the Territories themselves.

11. According to the Constitution, all matters of exclusive concern to an

"Overseas Province" and outside the scope of the pm-lers exercised by the National

Assembly, the Government or the Minister for Overseas Portugal shall be dealt

inth by the legislative bodies of the "Overseas Provinces".

12. Under the Overseas Organic Law, the "Overseas Provinces" are classified

into tiVO groups: (a) those inth a Governor-General, Le., Angola and Mozambique;

and (b) those vlith a Governor, namely Cape Verde, Portuguese Guinea, Sao Tome

and Principe, Macau and Timor.

13. In Territories belonging to the first group, the organs of government are

the Governor-General, the Legislative Council and the Government Council. The

Legislative Council in these Territories is composed of elected and nominated

members, as set out in the Statute of the Territory. In addition to its

legislative powers, the Legislative Council discusses and expresses an opinion

on matters presented to it by the Governor-General or the Minister for Overseas

Portugal. It may be dissolved by the Minister in the national interest. The

Government Council, which is a standing consultative body, comprises the

secretaries and the Secretary-General, the Military Commander, the Attorney

General, the Director of Economic Services and two members nominated by the

Governor-General.

14. The organs of government in the second group of Territories are the Governor

and the Government Council. When the Government Council is not in session,

there is a permanent standing committee. The Government Council is consulted by

the Governor in the exercise of his legislative powers. It also makes

regulations for the implementation of eXisting legislation.

15. The Governor, or the Governor-General, is the supreme authority in the

Territories. He represents the Portuguese Government and possesses legislative

I .. ·

•

•

•
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and executive powers. He is appointed by the Council of Ministers, on the

recommendation of the 1nnister for Overseas Portugal, and has a four-year term

of office. The powers of the Governor. and the Governor-General, which include

both executive and legislative power~are defined in the Statute of each

Territory •..
Status of the inhabitants

•

•

16. Until 1961 the Native Statute of 1954, which applied in Angola, Mozambique

and Portuguese Guinea, provided the legal basis for a distinction between

non-assimilated persons and Portuguese citizens, and set out rules governing all

phases of life of non-assimilated Africans. According to the definition

contained in the Statute, indigenas, or non-assimilated Africans, were persons

who lido not as yet possess the level of education or the personal and social

habits which are a condition for the unrestricted application of the public

and private law pertaining to Portuguese citizens". In keeping with POTtugal1s

policy of assimilation, there were pro\~sions whereby indigenas could acquire

citizenship. Apparently however, only a relatively small number of indigenas

were able to become citizens under these provisions.~/ Citizenship status was

granted to the inhabitants of Sao Tome and Timor after the Second World Har,

and has always been enjoyed by the inhabitants of Cape Verde.

17. Commenting on the rights attaching to the status of citizenship, the

Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration stated in its

report2/ that the use of the terms civilizado and nao-civilizado in official

statistics relating to the Territories before 1960, indicated that the ful:

enjoyment of the rights and guarantees provided for citizens by the Constitution

did not appear to be based on political status alone, but also on the attaimnent

of a certain cultural level. The Committee pointed to the case of Sao Tome

where, in spite of the fact that the inhabitants had citizenship status, about

30 per cent were classified as nao-civilizado.

~/

2/

For details of the number of indlgenas acquiring the status of civilizado
see A/516o, para. 98.

A/516o, paras. 95-96.

/ ...
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18. The exercise of full political rights is restricted to citizens and is

covered by special electoral laws, most of which restrict the franchise to

citizens with certain literacy and financial qualifications. Furthermore, the

requiremerrt of Portuguese citizenship since birth, as a qualification for

membership of the central and territorial organs of government, constitutes

an additional restriction.

The decrees of 1961

19. On 28 August 1961 the Minister for Overseas Portugal announced a series

of new ~easures which vrould be put into practice in the overseas Territories.

20. On 6 September 1961 a series of decrees were promulgated which provided

for the repeal of the Native Statute of 1954, the regulation of the occupation

and granting of land concessions, the establishment 8f Provincial Settlement

Boards, the establishment of local administrative bodies to be knoiVll as

regedorias, and for the regulation of courts and other judicial matters.~/
21. In introducing these measures,~/ the Minister for Overseas Portugal stated

that his Government believed "it necessary to increase the settlement of our

Africa by European Portuguese who will mal~e their home there". Measures were

therefore being taken "to tackle realistically and firmly this problem to which

i-le attach a high priority". He reiterated his Government r s decision to continue

its policy of multiracial integration and announced that in keeping vath this

policy his Government had. decided to repeal the Native Statute. This decision

had been made so it would "be clearly understood that the Portuguese people are

subject to a politiGal law which is the same for everyone, without distinction

of race, religion or culture". He added that "in keeping inth the rule that

power must always be exercised by those who are most fit to do so, the law

will define for all the conditions in which they may intervene actively in

political life".

22. ~1e Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration

reviewed these new measures and, taldng into account the information provided

by the petitioners, concluded that:

..
of

•
,

~/

5/

For a detailed account and analysis of these measures see A/5160,
faras. 254-401 and A/AC.108/L.5 and Add.l

For the full text of this speech see A/AC.108/L.5, Ad~.l, annex.
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lIrn the Connnittee I s vielv, the reforms which Portugal claims to
have introduced not only do not meet the basic aspirations of the
peoples of the Territories but have not even brought about, as yet,
any significant changes in political, economic, social and educational
conditions. lI 6/

§/ A/516o, para. 407.

/ ...
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II. MOZAMBIQUE

General

23. Information on Mozambique was included in the report of the Special

Con:mittee to th\;l seventeenth session of the General Assembl.;xJ and in the report

of the Special Conmittee on Territories under Portuguese Administration.§!

Political parti~s

24. Available information on Mozambique political parties and movements is

set out below:

(1) Uni~o Democratica Necional de Moc,ambigue (UDENAMO) (National

:Cemocratic YEi9E-of'Mozambique). Its President, Mr. Hlomulo Chitofo Gwam1:e,

was a petitioner before the Special Committee on Territories under

Portuguese Administration in 1962.

(2) Uniao Nacionalista Africana de Moqambique (Mozambique African

National Union) (~.ANU). Its President, Mr. Mathew M. If.:mole, was a

petitioner before the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese

Administration in 1962.

(3) Uniiio Nac;:j.onal Africanade. Moqambique Independente (UNAMI) (African

National Union of Independent Mozambique). Its President, Mr. J. Baltazar,

was a petitioner before the Special Committee of Seventeen in 1962.

(4) Frente da Libertas;a0 de Mogambigue (FRELIMO) (Mozambique Liberation

Front) . Its President, Mr. Eduardo Mondlane, who appeared before the

Fourth Committee in 1962 stated that the Front had been formed in June 1962.

The Front is a merger of the former MANU and UDENAMO parties and has •

stated that it will seek to gain independence for Mozambique by peaceful

11

means but will use force if necessary.

Official Records of the General Assembly, Seventeenth SesRion, Annexes,
agenda item 25, document A!5238, chapter VII.

A/5l60, part II, paras. 52-119•. More detailed infor0ation on Mozambique
up to the end of 196p is contained in a background paper prepared by t?~

Secretariat (A/AC.lOS/L.S).

/ ...

I
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HI. ANGOLA

General

25. Informatiot! on Angola was included in the report of the Special Comm.ittee

to the ~eventeenth session of the General Assembly, in the reports of the

Sub-Committee on the Situation in Angola,21 and in the report of the Special

Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration.

Political parties

26. Available information on Angolan political parties and movements is set

out below:

(1) Front National pour la Liberation de l'Angola (FNLA) (National Front

for the Liberation of Angola). The party's headquarters is in LeopoJ.?,ville.

Its President, Mr. Holden Roberto, appeared as a petitioner before the

Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration and before

the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly in 1962. The FNLA was formed

in March 1962 by a merger of the Union des Populations de l'Angola (UPA)

and the Parti Democratigue de l'Angola (PDA). In April 1962 a

"Gouvernement de la Republigue Angolaise en Exil" (GRAB) was set up with

Mr. Holden Roberto as Premier and Mr. Ermnanuel Kounzika as Vice Premier.

Representatives of FNLA informed the Sub-Committee on Angola in 1962 of the

determination of the Front to carry on the struggle in Angola until

independence was achieved.

(2) Movimento Popular para a Libertac,ao de Angola (MPLA) (Peoples Movement

for the Liberation of Angola). Its President, Mr. Mario Andrade, appeared

&s a petitioner before the Special Committee on Territories under

Portuguese Administration in 1962. The declared objective of the MPLA

is th~ immediate and total independence of Angola and the establishment of

a democratic government in line with the world movement for political

liberation and economic independence. In connexion with the formation of

the Government in Exile (GRAB) representatives of MPLA stated before the

Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixteenth Session,
Supplement No. 16 (A!4978); ibid., Seventeenth Session, Annexes,
~genda item 29, document A/528b7
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Sub-Committee on Angola in 1962 that its formation was "precipitate and
exclusive". They added that their organization would continue to work
for a "united froJ:1t. of the national liberation forces'l.
(3) Mouvement de Defense des Inter~ts de l'Angola (MDIA) (Movement for the
Defence of the Interests of Angola). Its President-General Mr. J.P. Bala,
appeared as a petitioner before the Fourth Committee in 1962.
(4) ~fuuvement pour la Liberation de l'Enclave de Cabinda (MLEC) (Movement
for the I:iberation of the Enclave of Cabinda). Its President,. . ... .Mr. Ranque Franque, appeared as a petitioner before the Fourth Committee
in 1962. The movement has aimed at independence for Cabinda. In his
statement before the Fourth Committee in 1962 Mr. Ranque Franque said
that "the MLEC could not advocate the future attachment of Cabinda to one
of the neighbouring countries until the wishes of its people had been
determined" .

(5) Mouvement National Angolais (MNA) (Angolan National V-CV6ment),
formerly Front National Angolais (FNA) (Angolan Natior-al Front).
President-General, Mr. Charles Salvador, appeared a~ a petitioner before
the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration
in 1962. 'I'he movement favours the achievement of immediate independence.
(6) Union Nationale des Travailleurs Angolais (UNTA) (National Union of
Angolan Workers). Its Secretary-General, Mr. Pascal Luvualu, appeared
as a petitioner before the Special Committee on Territories under
Portuguese Administration in 1962.
(7) Ngwizani a Kongo (NGWIZAKO) was established in 1960. It favours
independence for Angola; one of its objectives is the restoration of thl;
Kingdom of the Kongo.
(8) other organizations include the Action Committee for the National
Union of Cabinda (CAUNC), the Angolan Unity Front (FUA) and the NTO-BAKO
Party.

I .. ·

--------------

•

•
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27. The islands of Cape Verde lie off the west coast of Africa, the nearest

« point being about 600 kilometres from Dakar. There are ten islands falling into

tMO groups: the Barlavento or windward islands and the Sotavento or leeward

islands.

28. The Barlavento Islands comprise: Santa Antao, S. Vicente, Santa Luzia,

S. Nicolau and Sal and Boa Vista. The Sotavento Islands are Maio, Santiago,

Fogo (Fire Island) and Brava (Wild Island). The total area of these islalids

is )+,032 square Idlometres, about h1ice the area of the Azores I:::lcmds. The

largest is Santiago (990 square kilometres) \-lhere the capital of the Tel'l'itory,

Praia, is located.

29. The present inhabitants are the descendants of settlers from Portugal, Genoa

and Spain and of Africans, mainly from Portuguese GUinea, who were brought

from the continent to v10rk the land. At the 1950 census the total population

was 147,235, comprising 101,726 Eesti~os, 42,476 Africans and 3,034 Europeans.

AccorJ.ing -to the provisional figures of the 1960 census, the population was

201,548.

Government

30. Under the Portuguese Constitution, Cape Verde is an overseas province of

Portugal and is administered by a Governor appointed by the Council of Mintsters

in Lisbon. Although the Organic Law of 1953 provides that each such Territory

shall be administered in accordance with its Statute, it does not appear that

such an instrument has ever been enacted for Cape Verde.

• 31. In contrast to the situation in the other Territories under Portuguese

administration, since the end of the nineteenth century the inhabitants of Cape

Verde have been considered Portuguese citizens with a status legally and

practically the same as that of persons living in Portugal. All inhabitants,

mestico or African, were classified as civilizado in 1950 (as well as in the

101 For more detailed information on Cape Verde see A/AC.108/L.10.

...
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previous census). Portuguese civil, penal and commerical law applies to all
the inhabitants of the Territory. Local administration is similar to that of
Portugal and the metropolitan systems of taxation and education apply to the
Territory with minor modifications.

Political ~arties

32. There is no information on any political movements in the Territory. From
time to time in the past, there have been proposals in Portugal that Cape
Verde should be related to the metropolitan country in the same way as are
Madeira and the Azores. The official Portuguese view ~s that this movement
towards integration is supported by Cape Verdians.
33. There are at present several parties outside the Territory whose goal is
the liberation and independence of Cape Verde and Portuguese Guinea. These
include the Partido Africano ea Independ@ncia da GUin~ e Cabo Verde (PAIGC)
(African Independence Party of Guinea and Cape Verde) and the Mouvement de
Liberation des Iles du Cap Vert (MLICV) (Liberation Movement for the Cape Verde
Islands), which was formerly part of the Mouvement de Liberation de la Guinee
dite Portugaise et des Iles du Cap Vert (MLGCV-FLGCV) (Movement for the Liberation
of "Portuguese" Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands).

fI
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I~
34. Portuguese Guinea is situated on the West Coast of Africa, between the

Republics of Senegal and Guinea and stretches 198 miles into the interior at

its widest point. Besides the mainland, it comprises the Bijagos Archipelago

and a string of islands. The total area is 33,667 square kilometres of which

approximately one-tenth is periodically submerged by tidal waters, and to a

great extent covered with mangrove.

35. According to the 1960 preliminary census figures the population was 544,184,

compared with 510,777 at the last census in 1950. The distribution of population

by major ethnic groups at the 1950 census was as follows:

Non-assimilated Africans

Europeans

Mestiqos

Indians

Assimilated Africans

502,~57

2,263

4,568

11

1,478

In 1950 the population classified as civilizado was 8,320 or 1.8 per cent of the

total population.

36. Bissau with about 20,000 inhabitants is the seat of the Government, the

principal port and main commerical centre.

Government

37. Under the Portuguese Constitution, Portuguese Guinea is an overseas province

of Portugal. The basic law of the Territory is the Statute of Guinea promulgated

in 1955.

38. The organs of government are the Governor and the Government Council. There

is no Legislative Council. The Governor is the supreme authority; he represents

the Portuguese Government and possesses legislative and executive powers. He

is appointed by the Council of Ministers in Lisbon.

39. The principal function of the Government Council is to express an opinion

on draft legislation and on other matters presented to it by the Governor. It

111 For more detailed information see A/AC.108/L.9.
I· ..
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consists of ten members: three ex-officio members, three members elected by

direct sUffrage of electors registered in the electoral register, one member

elected by tax-payers, being persons of Portuguese nationality, paying more

than 1,000 escudos12/ per annum in direct taxes, one member nominated by the

Governor, who must select from a list submitted by private organizations, one

member nominated by the Governor to represent the indigenous population, and

one member nominated by the Governor from among directors of administrative

services. The term of office of all members is four years.

40. Memb~rs must be persons' who have been Portuguese citizens since birth, 1vho

can read and 1vrite Portuguese, who have resided more than one year in

Portuguese Guinea and who are not officials in active service.

Political parties

41. ThemaiL political movements relating to Portuguese Guinea are:

Partido Africano da Independ@ncia da Guine e Cabo Verde (PAIGC) (African

Independence Party of Guinea and Cape Verde)

Movimento de Liberta~eo da GUine (MLG) (Movement for the Liberation of

GUinea)

Mouvement de Liberation de la Guinee dite Portugaise (BISSAU) (MLG-Bissau)

(Movement for the Liberation of "Portugues~lr Guinea)

Un;~o das Populacoes da Guine (UFG-ex.MLGC) (Union of the Peoples of Guir.ea)

In addition, the following groups have been formed:

Rassemblement Democratique Africain de la Guinee Portugaise (RDAG) (People's

African Democratic Assembly of Portuguese Guinea)

Union Populaire de Liberation de la Guinee Portugaise (UPLG) (People's

Union for the Liberation of Portuguese Guinea)

Front National de Liberation de la Guinee dite Portugaise (FNLG) (National

Liberation Front of "Portuguese lr GUinea).

12/ One United states dollar equals 28.5 escudos.

/ ...

r
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42. Sao Tome and Principe are situated in the Gulf of Biafra, west of the Republic

of Gabon. The area of tne Ter~itories is 372 square miles (964 square kilometres) ..

43. Sao Tome 'Has uninhabited at the time of ito discovery. The indigenous

element of the population is of mixed origin and appears to be largely :lerived

from the original settlers from Portugal and Africans from Gabon and other

parts of the Guinea coast. Most of the inhabitants live in the tmm of Sao Tome

and in a few villages in the eastern half of the island. Accordin:..: to the

provisional figures of the 1960 census the total population "as 63,675 uith

59,102 in Sao Tome and 4,574 in Principe.

Government

44. Under the Portuguese Constitution Sao Tome and Principe form an overseas

province of Portugal. The basic law of the Territory is the Statute of Sao Tome

and Prlncipe, promulgated in 1955.

45. The organs of Government are the Governor and the Government Council.

The Governor is the supreme authority. He represents the Portuguese Government

and possesses legislative and executive powers. He is appointed by the Council

of Ministers in Lisbon.

46. The Government Council votes on draft legislation, and gives an opinion on

other matters presented to it by the Governor. It consists of eleven members,

four ex-officio members, three members elected b~ direct suffrage of electors

registered in the general census, one member elected by taxpayers, being persons

of Portuguese nationality and paying more than 1,000 escudos in direct taxes,

two members nominated by the Governor, "ho must select them from a list submitted

by private organizations, and the President of the C~mara Municipa~ (municipal

council or assembly) of Sao Tome, representing the administrative bodies. The

term of office of elected and nominated members is four years.

13/ For more detailed information see A/AC.10S/L.ll.

/ ...
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47. Elected members must be persons 'Yho have been Portuguese citiz~nG since

birth, 'Yho can read and ,Yrite Portuguese, 'yho have resided in S'ao Tome 01'

Principe for more than one year and who are not officials in active service.

48. Portuguese civil law applies in 8~ Tome and Principe, and since before

the end of the last century most of the inhabitants have been Portuguese citizens.

At the 1950 census, however, only about two-thirds of the population (43,391)

was listed as civilizado.

Political parties,

49. The only known political organization is the Comit@ de LibertaGao de Sno

Tome e Principe (CLSTP) which was formed outside the Territol;Y. Its President,

Mr. Miguel Trovoada, appeared as a petitioner before the Special Committee

on Territories under Portuguese Administration in 1962.

.~

•
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VII. TIMOR A!'ID DEPENDENCIES141

General

50. The Island of Timor is located at the tip of the chain of islands forming

the Republic of I~donesia. The western part of the island is part of the

Republic of Indonesia. The eastern part administ~red by Portugal includes an

area of about 18,989 square kilometres and comprises also the enclave of

Oe-Cussi (Ocussi) and Amheno, an island off the north coast of Atauro, and the

small uninhabited island of Jaco off the extreme eastern tip. Dili is the main

urban centre of the Territory.

51. According to the 1950 census the population of Timor was 442,378. There

Ivere 568 persons of European origin, 2,022 mestigos, and 3,128 Chinese. Indigenous

inhabitunts numbered 436,44'3, most of Ivhom (434,907) Ivere listed as nno-civilizado.

Government

52. According to the Constitution of Portugal, Timor is &n overseas province

of Portugal. The basic law of the Territory is the statute of Timor promulgated

in 1955.
53. The organs of government are the Governor and the Government Council.

The Governor is the supreme authority. He represents the Portuguese Government

and possesses legislative and executive powers. He is appointed by the Council

of Ministers in Lisbon.

54. The Government Council votes on draft legislation, and gives an opinion

on other matters presented to it by the Governor. It consists of eleven members:

three ex-officio members, three members elected by direct suffrage of electoral

colleges registered in the general census, one member elected by taxpayers, being

persons of Portuguese nationality and paying more than l,COO escudos in direct

taxes, two members nominated by the Governor from a list submitted by private

organizations, one member annually appointed by the Governor from among

directors of administrative services, and one member nominated by the Governor

from among the presidents of administrative bodies. The term of office of

elected and nominated members, except for the member representing administrative

services, is four years.

141 For more detailed information see A/AC.108/L.13. I·· .
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55· Members !L.ust be persons 'who have been Portuguese citizens since birth, who

can read and write Portuguese, who have resided in Timor for more than one year

and who are not officials in active service.

56. At the 1950 census, only 7,471, or 1.8 per cent of the total population,

1.,as classified as civilizado and. less than one-tenth of theno ,.,ere .buropeo.nc.

The largest single alien group among the civilized population, Here the Chinese

(55 per cent) followed by mulattoes (35 per cent). Included amon3 the civilizado

were 1,541 indigenous persons from Timor.

57. After the Second World War, the inhabitants of Timor were all granted

citizenship. In spite of this, most of the indigenous population were not

officially considered as civilizado.

Political parties

58. No information concerning political movements in the territory is available.

/

•

,.
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59. Macau is located on the south coast of China, on th~ west side of the

Canton River, and is almost directly opposite Hong Kong, which is thil~y-five

miles away. The main part of the Territory is the peninsula, ,vhich is about

4.8 kilometres (3 miles) long and 1.7 kilometres (1 mile) wide. In addition,

the Territory also comprises two small islands, Taipa and Colmvan (Coloane).

The total area is about 15.5 square kilometres (6 square miles). The precise

boundaries of the Territory have never been officially delimited..

60. The greatest part of the population is Chinese. At the 1950 census, the

population was 187,772 of which 4,066 were Portuguese. The 1960 provisional

figures give the permanently resident population as 169,299. On the basis of

this estimate, the population density then was 11,000 per square kilometre.

However other estimates suggest that the Chinese population in Macau varies

bet,veen 400,000 and 800,000. In 1961 it was unofficially estimated that the

population was around 450,000.

Government

61. The PortuBuese established their settlement in l'{acau in 1557."};§J Under the

Statute of Macau promulgated in 1955, Macau comprises "the city Santo Nome

de Deus de l'{acau and its der;endencies".

62. Portugal administers Macau through a Governor appointed in Lisbon. He

represents both civil and military authority in the Territory, and has the usual

legislative and executive powers. There is also a Government Council which

consists of ten members: three ex-officio members, three members elected by

direct suffrage of electoral colleges registered in the general census, one

member elected by taxpayers paying a minimum annual direct tax of 1,000 patacas,17/

one person nomin~ted by the Governor from a list of three persons suggested by

private associations and institutions in the Territory, one person nominated

15/ For more detailed information see A/AC.108/L.12.

16/ For details see A/AC.108/L.12, r;aras. 2-6.

17/ One r;otaca equals 5.5 escudos.
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by the Governor to represent the Chinese community, and the president of the

Macau Municipal Council (Leal Senado). The conditions of eligibility are the

same as for the Government Council inPortu8uese Guinea, Sao Tome and Timor,18/

except that the person nominated to represent the Chinese need not have had

Portuguese citizenship since birth, and need not be able to read and write

Portuguese.

Political Parties

63. No information concerning political movements in the territory is available.

18/ See Iaras. 40, 47 and 55 above.

..
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IX. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Fro-posals for the revision of the Overseas Organic Law

..

"

64. ~s indicated above in paragraphs 19-23, in September 1961 Portugal announced

the introductic"l.1 of the first of a number of "reforms" which it was stated would

have a far reaching effect. Within the basic concept of national unity, and in

keeping with the constitutional principles of administrative autonomy and

economic integration of the 1I0verseas Province,s", revision of the legislation

afrecting the Overseas Provinces has continued.

65. At th8 1155th Plenary meeting of the General Assembly, 18 October 1962, the

Permanent Representative of Portugal stated that a special session of the

Overseas Council had been called and was then meeting to consiJer a revision of

the Overseas Organic Law of 1953. Under the Constitution the Overseas Council

may comprise members nominated by the Minister for Overseas Portugal, co-opted

members (Who must not exceed half the number of nominated members) and all

colonial governors together with certain acting or retired officials who may be

appointed as experts. For this special session the Overseas Council included also

the elected members of the Legislative Councils of Angola and Mozambi~ue, the

governors and the deputies of the Territories to the National Assembly,

representatives of economic interests in Angola and Mozambi~ue and former

government officials.

66. Cn the tasis of recoremendations and observations unanimously adopted by the

Overseas Council, the Government has drawn up a bill to revise the Overseas

Organic law. The text of the bill has been submitted to the National Assembly

which on 10 February 1963 appointed a special Committee consisting of

32 deputies, including 11 from overseas constituencies to study the proposed

reyision.

67. The Government's proposed bill introduces changes in 32 of the 92 Divisions in

th~ 1953 text of the Organic Law, revokes three Divisions ~nd adds two new ones.

68~ 'Ihe main points of the new bill are set out belo,V'.

/ ...
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(i) Central administration~

69. At tbe national level the "Overseas Provinces" (in addition to representation

at the National Assembly) are to have lladequate representationll in the Corpo~"l,te

Chamber, 20/ the Overseas council~ and other national consultation organs.?E)'

(ii) Territorial administration

70. At present, only Angola and Mozambique have Legislative Councils. Under the

ne,? bill, Legislative Councils will be established in all the other Territories.

71. All members of the Legislative Councils are to be elected. Details concerning

the franchise under the propose~ revision are not available. There are to be

no longer any nominated members. At present the Legislative Councils in both

Angola and Mozambique include members elected by direct SUffrage, members elected

by special interest groups and nominated n:embers. UJ1;:ll~.t r.l'ticle 18 of the statute

of Angola, for instance, in addition to members elected by direct SUffrage,23/

provision is made for the election of:

One member by persons paying over 10,000 escudos in direct tax;

One member elected by corporative organizations representative of national

economic interests;

One member elected by corporative bodies representing labour;

This title follows the title of the Chapte~ in the 1953 text of the Organic
La,·r, relevant Lei No. 2006 of 27 June 1953. It has been reported that the
Overseas Council had recommended also that the representation of the 1l0verseas
Provinces" in the National Assembly should be increased. fue implementation of
that recommendation would not involve any amendment to the text of the Organic
Lm'T.

The Corporative Chamber is a general advisory body composed of representatives
"of local autonomous bodies and social interests ll (Article 102 of the
Constitution), which is consulted by the Government on proposals, draft bills
and treaties that are to be submitted to the National Assembly for approval;
hence government measures dealing with overseas territories that, in
accordance with the Constitution, must take the form of legislation, are
transmitted to the Corporative Chamber for its advice.

21/ The Overseas Council is a permanent body established to advise the Minister for
Overseas Portugal in w~tters concerning overseas administration and policy.

The other consultative organs are the Council of Overseas Ministers and the
Economic Conference of the Overseas Territories Q See A/4978,
foot-notes 33 and 3L~.

See A/51tO, ~aras. 109-119 and 261-2t9.

"

..
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Two selected by organizations repres0ntative of moral and cultural interests,

one of whom must be a Catholic missionary, and

Two selected by the Administrative services.
~

At present the Legislative Councils of Angola and Mozambique each have 8 nominated

members. At least 3 must be chosen from directors of departments, senior officials

or their equivalent, and 2 must be chosen to represent the interests of the

indigeuous inhabitants.

72. At present in Angola and Mozambique, the Governors-General and the Legislative

Councils have power to legislate on matters exclusively of Territorial interest,

and if the Governor-General disagrees with a decision of the Legislative Council,

he has to submit the matter to the Minister for Overdeas Portugal. Under the

proposed bill, full legislative powers (a ~lenidude do Poder Le~islativo) will

belong to the Legislative Council. However, the Governor-General still has to

promulgate the la,is, and in cases where he disagrees with the Legislative Council,

the decision of the Legislative Council will prevail if on second reading the bill

is adopted by a two-thirds majority of the members of the Council. This procedure

will not apply if the Governor-General refuses to enact a law on grounds that it is

unconstitutional.

73. In Angola and Mozambique the Government Councils will be replaced by Economic

and Social Councils whose members will be persons with special knowledge of

administrative, moraJ, cultural and social activities. These Councils must be

heard on all laws presented to the Legislative Councils, and on all laws published

by the Governors-General in exercise of their legislative functions. The Economic

and Social Councils will also function in. a consultative capacity to the Governors

General in the exercise of their executive powers. The Government Councils in all

other Territories will ceQse to eXist.

74. The legislative organs of each Territory will have the power to adopt

legislation regulating the composition, recruitment, duties and salaries of the

Territorial Civil Service.~ This power is now held by the Minister for Overseas

Portugal.

For general information on the recruitment of the civil service, see A/4978,
paras. 214-216.

I.··
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75. In addition to the existing local government bodies up to the level of the
. . -- gjJCl'Y'cunscrl rp-I), district councils will be esta,blished. The members of the

district councils will be elected.

(iii) Territorial Public Service

76. Heretofore certain services,. as for instance, education, finance, justice,

pubJ.ic health and agriculture have been part of the national services in Lisbon,

and some of the personnel in the administrative services have belonged to the

common Overseas Service, while others belo~ged to the Territorial Civil Service.

Under the new provisions, in Angola and Mozambique provincial secretariats are to

be established comprising all administrative services, and each secretariat will

be headed by a Provincial Secretary.

77. Under the new provisions the highest rank of the Territorial Civil Service

will be that of Intendente. Persons holding this rank can be appointed to

co-ordiLate the work of aaministrators, who are the officials in charp,e of

circunscriQaes; an Intendent~ may also be appointed as a district Governor.

District Governors are however at present appointed by the Governor-General and

are his direct representatives.

(iv) Financial administration

78. Although the Constitution lays down the principle of financial autonomy of

the Territories in keeping with their economic development, under the Organic Law,

1953, a complicated procedure was established for the submission and approval of

the annual budget of the Territories. Under the new bill, the procedures are to

be simplified. The Territories will draM up and approve their own budgets with a

prior hearing (audi~ao previa) by the Overseas Minister. Furthermore, the

authority to transfer credits or to open credits which has hitherto been one of the

executive functions of the Minister for Overseas Portugal will under the new bill

be exercised by the Governors (or Governors-General).

257 1~is is the title of chapter IV of the Overseas O~ganic Law 1953. See
A/51Eo, paras. 254-257.

/ ...

"
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(v) Economic ~lanning

79. The Government Bill also makes provision for the establishment of a techn.i~.41

Commission for planning and economic integration in each Territory. Furthermore,

the Territories will henceforth participate in the formulation of development

plans and general programmes to ensure continuous and harmonious development of

the national economy compatible with the over-all equilibrium of balance of payment

of the escudo zone and the stability and value of the currency.

80. In order to implement the changes described above some of the laws which will

have to be revised are:

The Law regulating the organization of the Overseas Ministry;

The Overseas Administrative Reform Act of 1933;

The Overseas Organic Law, 1953, and the regulations of the

Overseas Council;

The Statute of the Overseas Public Service;

The political and administrative Statute of each of the Territories.

81. It is evident from available information, that the proposals for the revision

of the Overseas Organic Law, do not envisage a change in the constitutional status

of the Territories under Portuguese Administration. These proposals, if

implemented, however, would go some way to meet the demands of the European elements

in Angola and ~~zambique for local administrative autonomy within the context of

national unity and economic integration of the espaGo portugu@s.

Economic in~egration of the Overseas Territories with Portugal

82. The Special Committee on Territories. under Portuguese administration has

pointed out in its report that economic integration of the overseas Territories

has long been one of the main cornerstones of Portuguese policy. In 1961

legislation was enacted setting up the basis for a common market which was to

come into effect in ten years.
26

/

$5. As of 15 August 1962, tariffs were reduced on all locally manufactured goods

from the overseas Territories. At the same time all goods manufactured in Portugal

are now allowed free entry into the overseas Territories. Certain restrictions
"-

which still remain are to be of a temporary nature, and are intended to ensure the

26/ See A/AC.loB/L.5., paras. 57-63.
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adaptation and reorganization of such agricultural or industrial products as have

a predominant place in the economic structure of certain regions and which are

not at the moment in a position to Ivithstand competition by identical goods

produced in other Territories.

84. Hitherto tariff and exchange restrictions have hampered both trade and

monetary transactions between Portugal and the overseas Territories. For instance,

despite the fact that the escu~o is supposed to be the legal tender in all

Portuguese Territories it seems that the escudo currencies of the overseas

Territories are not convertible, or only at a discount causing hardships

especially to settlers wishing to remit money in Portugal. Dissatisfaction with

the econornic system has been especially strong in Angola which is a dollar earner.

85. In November 1962 a further series of lawsg]j was enacted in order to

(1) remove rew~ining obstacles to trade between the different component territories;

(2) to establish a unified national monetary ZC'.le vTith a view to regulating

exchange and creating a system of balance of payments which will facilitate the

liquidation of transactions in goods and services between the component territories;

and (3) assure the necessary unification of markets and prcgrarr~es of economic

development within the whole group of Territories.

86. These laws were to come into effect on 1 March 1963. According to an

official Portuguese statement, the IInational economic integration unity" meant

that the overseas territories would have the same place, as far as possible, in

the economy as any region in Portugal.

Other Developments

87. As reported by the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese

administration, on 1 October 1962 the Rural Labour Code, Decree No. 44309, Cffiae

into effect. This Code applies to Cape Verde, Portuguese Guinea, Sao Tome and

Pr!ncipe, Angola, Mozambique and Timor.~ Also in October 1962, South Africa

and Portugal reached an agreement to revise the 1928 Convention relating to

MOzambiqUe.m
gjJ Decrees No. 44698-44703 inclusive.

~ A/5160, ~aras. 346-366.

~ For details regarding the Convention see AIAC.10B/L.B, paras. 94-96.

/ ...
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88. In December 1962, Premier Oliveira Salazar announced changes in the Cabinet.

The five Cabinet ~linisters replaced were: Arn~, General ~ario Silvaj Overseas

Portugal, Professor Adriano Moreira; Nati~nal Education, Manuel Lopes de Alemiduj

Economy, Jose Nascimento Ferreira Diasj and Health and Assistance,

Henrique Martins de Carvalho. The new Minister for Overseas Fortugal is

Naval Commander l-mtonio Augusto Peixoto Correia.

89. Expenditures on Angola and national defence continue to dominate Portugal's

budget. Premier Salazar is reported to have said that the war in Angola is

only o·cr lIin so far as the way it began is concerned" and that "The l'1ar

l'ihich drowses over the ashes could begin again in Angola and elsevThere ••• ".

90. The war in Angola is now being fought as a guerrilla war vnlich cOlltinues

and which causes Portugal to still maintain 40,000 troops there. These troops are

further supplemented by an active civilian militia, called the Volunteer Corps.

There is little news on the extent of the actual fighting in the northern part

of Angola, but from time to time army casualties in Angola are reported in the

Lisbon papers. The training of Angolan troops in Thysville received much

notice in the Lisbon papers.

91. In Portuguese Guinea there have recently been a number of encounters

between members of the PAIGC (Fartido Africano da Inder;end&ncia da Guille e

Cabo Verde) and Portuguese troops. The exact extent of these encounters is not

clear at this time. A press release issued by the headquarters of the PAIGC

in Casablanca claills that in January there were clashes betl'ieen the PAIGC and

Portuguese troops in Fulacunda and Ambada, and that nationalists now control

the whole country. It has also been reported that on 30 January lIterrorist"

activities destroyed a commercial establishment.

/ ...
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B. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE IN 1962 AND BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY AT ITS SEVENTEENTH SESSION

92. At its meetings in 1962, the Special Committee considered the Territories

of Mazambique and Angola (including the enclave of Cabinda).

93. At the conclusion of its consideration of Mazambique the Special Committee

adopted a draft resolution on that Territory for the consideration of the

General Assembly. ~ the preamble to this draft resolution the General Assembly,

would state that it was convinced that the continued refusal of Portugal,

despite General Assembly resolution 1542(XV) declaring Mozambique a Non-Self

Governing Territory, to implement provisions of the Declaration, as well as

General Assembly resolutions 1654 (XVI) and 1699 (XVI), was a challenge to the

United Nations and worlc. opinion and was a serious threat to peace and security

in Africa. By the operative paragraphs, the General Assembly would solemnly

reaffirm the inalienable right of the people of Mozambique to self-determination

and independence and support their demand for immediate independence. It ,vould

also deeply deprecate the repressive measures against the people of Mozambique

and the denial to them of human rights and fundamental freedoms and call on the

Portuguese authorities to desist forthwith from armed action and repressive

measures against the people of Mozambique. It would also urge the Government

of Portugal to (a) release all political prisoners immediately; (b) lift

immediately the ban on political parties; and Cc) undertake without further

delay extensive political, economic and social measures that would ensure the

creation of freely elected and representative political institutions and transfer

of power to the people of Mozambique. It would request Member States to use

their influence to secure the compliance of Portugal with the present resolution

and to deny Portugal any support or assistance which may be used by it for the

suppression of the people of Mozambique and, in particular, to terminate the

supply of arms to Portugal. It would also remind the Government of Portugal."
that her continued non-implementation of the resolutions of the General Assembly

was inconsistent with her membership in the United Nations. Finally it would

request the Security Council, in the event of Portugal's refusal to implement

this and the previous resolutions of the General Assembly, to take appropriate

measures, including sanctions if necessary, to secure Portugal's compliance with

this resolution.

..
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9L~. The Special Committee also adopted a draft resolution on An~ola for the

consideration of the General Assembly, which with certain modifications was adopted

by the General i,ssembly a;~ its seventeenth session. 30/

95. ~:hen the General Assembly considered the Territories under Portuguese

Administration at its seventeenth session it had before it the report of the

Special Committee on the situation with regard to the implementation of the

Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples, the

l<. report of the Special Committee on Territories under Portugue3e Administration

and the report of the Gub-Committee on Angola.

96. By resolution 1807 (XVII) of 14 December 1962, the General Assembly, having

examined the reports of the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese

Administration and of the Special Committee on the situation with regard to the

implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial

countries and peoples, and baving noted with deep concern that the policy and acts

of the Portuguese Government with regard to tbe Territories under its administration

had created a situation which constitutes a serious tbreat to international peace

and security, condemned tbe attitude of Portugal as inconsistent \.,rith tbe

Charter of the United Nations. The General Assembly also reaffirmed the

inalienable right of tbe peoples of the Territories under Portuguese

administration to self-.determination and independence and upheld \vitbout any

reservations the claims of tbose peoples for tbeir immediate accession to

independence. It also urged the Portuguese Government to give effect to tbe

recorrmendations contained in the repor~ of the Special Committee on Territories

under Portuguese Administration by taking the following measures: (a) the

immediate recognition of the right of the peoples of tbe Territories under its

administration to self-determination and ind.ependence; (b) tbe immediate cession

of all acts of repression and tbe withdrawal of all military and otber forces

at present employed for that purpose; (c) the promulgation of an unconditional

political amnesty and establishment of conditions tbat will allow tbe free

functioning of political parties; (d) negotiations, on the basis of tbe

recognition of the right to self-determination, with the autborized

representatives of the political parties witbin and outside the Territories

\fitb a view to the transfer of pO\fer to political institutions freely elected

30/ See paragraph 98 below.

I
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and representative of the peoples, in accordance with resolution 1514 (XV);

and (e) the granting of independence immediately thereafter to all the

Territories under its administration in accordance 'I'lith the aspirations of the

peoples. The General Assembly also requested the Special Committee on the

situation with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting

of independence to colonial countries and peoples to gi\-~ high priority to an

examination of the situation in the Territories under Portuguese administration,

bearing in mind the present resol~bion and the other relevant resolutions of

the General Assembly. It also called upon lYIember States to use all their

influence to induce the Portuguese Goverp~ent to carry out the obligations

incumbent upon j. t under Chapter XI of the Unitell Nations and the resolutions

of the General Assembly relating to the Territories under its administration.

It earnestly req1lested all States to refrain forthwith from offering the

Portuguese Govermnent any assistance ,·rhieh would enable it to continue its

repression of the peoples of the Territories under Portuguese administration,

and, for this purpose, to take all measures to prevent the sale and supply of

arms and military equipment to the Por-cuguese Government. F.inally it requested

the Security Council, in case the Portuguese GoverlHllent should refuse to comply

with the present resolution and previous General Assembly resolutions on this

question, to take all appropriate measures to secure the compliance of Pcrtugal

with its obligations as a Member State.

97. In view of the adoption by the General Assembly of this resolution, it

Has agreed that a separate resolution on Mozambique Has not necessary and

therefore the draft resolution recommended by the Special Committee was not

acted upon.

98. On 18 December 1962, the draft resolution on Angola recon~ended by the

Special Committee on the situation 'I'lith regard to the implementation of the

Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples,

vTith certain modifications, was adopted by the General Assembly as resolution

1819 (XVII) under the separate agenda item r~lating to the report of the Sub

Comnlittee on Angola. By this resolution the General Assembly, convinced that

the colonial Har being carried on by the Government of Portugal in Angola,

the violation by that Government of the Security Council resoluticn of

9 June 1961, its refusal to implement the provisions of the Declaration on

the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples contained in

"
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General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of ll~ December 1960, and its refusal to

implement other resolutions of the General Assembly relating to Angola,

constit.uted a source of international conflict and tension as ,vell as a.

sGric~s threat to "lVorld peace and securitj-, solemly reaffirmed the inalienabl.e

right of the people of Angola to self-determination and independence, and

supported their demand for immediate independence. It condemned the colonial

war carried on by Portugal against the people of Angola and demanded that

the Government of Portugal put an end to it immediately. It also called upon

the Portuguese authorities to denist forthwith from armed action and repressive

measures against the people of Angola. The General Assembly urged the

Government of Portugal, without any further delay to release all political

prisoners, to lift the ban on political parties ana. to undertake extensive

political, economic and social measures that ,vould ensure the creation of

freely elected and representative political institutions and transfer of pOlver

to the people of Angola in accordance with the Declaration. It requested

Member States to use their influence to secure the compliance of Portugal "lVith

the present resolution and to deny Portugal any support or assistance which

may be used by it for the suppression of the people of Angola, and in

particular to terminate the supply of arms to Portugal. It reminded the

Government of Portugal that its continued non-implementation of the resolutions

of the General Assembly and of the Security Council is inconsistent with its

membership in the United Nations. Finally it reque~ted the Security Council

to take appropriate measures, including sanetions, to secure Portugalts

compliance "lVith the present resolution and "lVith the previous resolutions of

the General Assembly and of the Security Council.

/ ...
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C. CONSIDERATION BY THE SPECIAL COMMI'ITEE

Introduction

99. The Special Committee considered Territories under Portuguese Administration

at its 124th to 130th and 139th to 142nd meetings between 6 March and 4 April 1963.

Invitation to Portugal to participate in the work of the Special Committee

100. At its 124th meeting, the Special Committee decided to invite a representative

of Portugal to attend meetings at which the situation in Territo:des under

Portuguese administration was considered, in order that the Committee might hear

any statements he might wish to make and receive any other information members

might seek. The invitation was extended by letter of 6 March 196~/ from the

Chairman of the Special Committee to the Permanent Representative of Portugal to

the United Nations.
101. In reply, by 'etter dated 8 March 1963,3

2
/ the Permanent Representative of

Portugal informed the Chairman that since Portugal ims not a member of the Committee,

it was not clearly understood how its delegation could participate in the work of

the Crnmnittee in a capacity which would necessarily be different and inferior to

that of Committee members. The letter stated t4at the position of the Portuguese

Government concerning the Committee and its mandate had already been defined on

more than one occasion and that no new circumstances had occurred to justify a

change in that position. For these reasons, the Government declined the invitation.

Written petitions and hearings

102. The Special Committee circulated the follOi-ling i-lritten petitions concerning

Territories under Port~guese administration.

Petitioner

Territories in general

Mr. Agostinho Neto, President, Mouvement Populaire
de Liberation de llAngola (MPLA)

3~/ See A/AC.I09/SR.127.

32/ Ibid.

Document No.

A/AC.I09/PET.122
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Petitioner

Angol''l:

Mr. Socrates Mendonca de Oliveira Daskalos)
President) Frente de Unidade Angolana (FUA)

Mr. Joao Frannisco Quintao) Vice President)
Mouvement pour la Liberation de ltEnclave
de Cabinda (~~EC)

The Parti Democrate de l'Angola (PDA)

The Federation du Front de Liberation Nationale)
Mostaganem.

The Federation du Front de Liberation Nationale)
Or.an.

The Association des Ressortissants de Kongo
(NGWIZAKO)

Mr. Carlos Gon~alves) Front National pour la
~iberation de l'Angola (FNLA)

Mr. Edouard Makoumbi) Secretary-General) Alliance
de Jeunes Angolais pour la Liberte (AJEUNAL)

Dr. F. Ian Gilchrist

Mozambique

Mr. J.B.C. Chagong'a) President) Uniao Nacional
Africana de MOGambique Independente (UR~IT)

Mr. Leo Milas) Frente da Liberta~~o de Mozambique
(FREUMO)

"Mozambican Officers - Deserters from the Portuguese
Colonial Armylf

The Cape Verde Archipelago

Miss Helena 8ilveira and others

Portuguese Guinea

Mr. Benjamin Pinto-Bull) Union des Ressortissants de
la Guinee Portuguaise
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Document No.

A/AC.109/PET.53

A/AC.109/PET.54

A/AC.109/PET.55

A/AC.109/PET.56

A/AC.109/PET.57

A/AC.109/PET.58

A/AC.109/PET.75

A/AC.109/PET.125

A/AC.109/PET.126

A/AC.109/PET.59

A/AC.109/P ET.60

A/AC.109/PET.61

A/AC.109/PET .123

A/AC.109/PET.124

103. At its 128th meeting on 12 March 1963) the Special Committee heard

Mr. Carlos Gon~alves) representative of the Front National pour la Liberation

de llAngola (FNLA).
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104. Mr. Gonqalves thanked the Committee for its efforts to implement the

Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.

He wished to remind members of the tragic situation of Angola. Day after day

Angolans were perishing at the hands of the Portuguese colonialists. Of the

hundreds of villages which had surrounded Sao Salvador) only four were left; the

rest had been burned dO'{ll by soldiers and Portuguese milicianos) who at the same

time had killed all those who had sought to escape. In the middle of every night

there were raids on the villages; soldiers checked the number of members of each

family; any additional members were killed. In the Ruiz district) according to

The Times of London of 24 Apri:::" 1962) ten villages were to be replaced by the

Portuguese assassins now engaged in war. Refugees continued to pour into the Congo.

Out of 3)000 Angolans from one village) only fifty had survived the Portuguese

air force attack on their way to the Congo. The Portuguese had recently been

har~ouring mercenaries from Katanga who had landed in Angola with fourteen aircraft)

all for possible use against the Angolan people. While the colonial repression was

being intensified) Portugal persisted in its refusal to implement the recommendations

adopted by the General Assembly. Since Portugal refused to end its colonial

rule thrJugh the ways and means suggested by the United Nations) appropriate

ways and means must be found.

105. It was clear that Portugal could not maintain its colonialist regime and

continue its war of extermination'~ithoutthe support of the NATO countries. Over

50)000 persons had been killed in Angola as a result of the constant bombings

carried out by the Portuguese air force. Some of the Portuguese air force experts

and military men had been trained in the United States) and a great many of the

Portuguese aircraft were of United States and West German origin. Financial grants

had been made to portugal) in the name of economic development plans) by France)

the United States and West Germany. In the meantime) Portugal was making

irresponsible grants for the exploitation of Angola's mineral wealth; that wealth

was the cc....use of Portugal I s determination to retain Angola at any price) regardless

of the Angolan people's right to self-determination and independence. The

financial assistance which Portugal received was used only for purposes of war.

The military budget at the disposal of the new Governor-General had been increased
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despite the decline of the Purtuguese economy early in 1962. Every form of

support given to Portugal, in 3. situation which endangered iwrld peace, ::.;hould

cease.

106. The Front national pour la liberation de 1 'Angola, vlhich lmited all national

fighting forces and was responsible for the struggle for Angola's liberation,

embodied the true aspirations of the Angolan masses and was determined to fight

courageously to end Portuguese colonialism. The recent decisions taken by

PAR4ECJA, to ivhich the Front national pour la liberation de l'lffigola belonged,

were encouraging and offered an outstanding demonstration of African solidarity.

The Congolese had made available to the Fr~nt national the military bases

necessary for the training of its soldiers, while the Algerians had, from the very

start of the struggle, provided military and technical assistanc:e. He hoped that

other Africans would follo., that example) as an expression of their sympathy with

the Angolans in their struggle for freedom.

107. On behalf of the Angolan people and of the Front national pour la liberation

de l'Angola) he expressed his thanks for all the efforts already made by the

African group and the Asian group to aid the peoples dominated by Portuguese

colonialism. He also thanked those nations which would make the resolutions of the

United Nations viable. He appealed to the member countries of NATO - Belgium)

the United Kingdom, West Germany) France and the United states - to deny any form

of help to Portugal. He asked the United .Jtates) in particular) to enforce the

measures adopted by the House Foreign Affairs Corrmittee and reported in The New

York Times on 9 June 1962) calling for the cessation of all further assistance to

Portugal because of its violation of agreements not to use military equipment

against Angola. He also appealed to the Portuguese Government to allow the

Angolan r-:-:::>blem to be solved peacefully, in accordance with the aspirations of the

Angolan people to self-determination and independence.

108. The time had come for the United Nations) through the appropriate mean~to

fac~rohe tragic Angolan situation. The United Nations must accomplish its goal

of being the defender of the fundamental right of peoples to decide their own

future. He wished to make three concrete suggestions in that regard: firstly)

it should enforce the last part of resolution 1819 (XVII), particularly operative

paragraphs 6, 7 and 8; secondly, it should assist) through the specialized agencies)

the 200,000 refugees now in the Congo; thirdly, it should require all mercenaries

to be delivered to the United Nations immediately) together with their equipment.
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General statements by members

109. The representative of Ethiopia said that in his delegation's vie,v the [jpecial

Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration had carried out its

task admirably, despite lack of co-operation from the Portuguese Government.

Not'vithstanding the obligations 'vhich it had undertaken in signing the Charter,

the Government of portugal had consistently refused to comply with the provisions

of the Charter and had sho,vu utter contempt for the numerous General Assembly

resolutions urging it to discharge those obligations.

110. All the members of the Committee were well aware that during some five

centuries of Portuguese rule the indigenous inhabitants of that country's

colonies had experienced nothing but indignities, racial discrimination, forced

labour, ignorance, poverty and ~enial of civil and political rights. If Gny

doubts remained about conditions in those territories, the report of the ~pecial

Committee (1\./5160) would dispel them. At a time when the vast majority of the

peoples of former colonies were enjoying the fruits of freedom and independence

from alien rule, and when the United Nations had decided to accelerate the tempo

of emancipation of all the subjugated peoples, the attempt by Portugal to reverse

the course of history in Africa was nothing less than a clear defiance of the

United Nations. The findings of the Special Committee on Territories under

Portuguese Administration constituted one of the most serious indictments

that could be brought against Portugal. The Corr.mittee had concluded that lithe

most urgent step forward now for Portugal is to recognize the right of the peoples

of the territories to :;'ndependence" (11./5160, paragraph 442). If the events of 1961

in Angola had not sufficiently convinced Portugal that it could not indefinitely

continue to maintain its power and authority over the people under its administration

by the might of the sword, the situation now prevailing in Portuguese Guinea

was yet another proof that a reign of terror brought its own destruction.

111. The Committee's recommendations fell somewhat short of' indicating ways and

means by which the General Assembly might give practical effect to the letter and

spirit of resolution 1514 (XV). That being so, he recommended, firstly, that

the Special Committee should establish contact with the Portuguese Government and
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.nforrn it that it should within a definite period of time put resolution 1514 (XV)
into effect and, secondly, if the Portuguese Government refused to make a definite

commitment to do so, should recommend that the Security Council should face its

responsibilities and take whatever steps were necessary to compel Portugal to

abide by resolution 1514 (XV). He wouJd explain those two points further at a

later stage of the debate.

112. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics said that the

Special Corr@ittee should con8ider the situation in the territories under Portuguese

administration in the light of resolution 1807 (XVII), which the General Assembly

ho.u. adopted by an overwhelming majority after that situation had been studied in

detail in various United Nations bodies. That resolution echoed the aemands of

the indigenous population in the Portuguese territories that Portugal should

immediately grant full independence to all its colonies.

113. Since the adoption of the resolution, the situation in all the territories

under Portuguese administration had actually deteriorated and Portugal was

proceeding even more relentlessly with its policy of war and mass repression of

the inhabitants. Although the situation was explosive in all the territories,

it was most alarming in so-called Portuguese Guinea, where in the summer of 1962

the Portuguese forces had carried out a cruel campaign of repression against

the inhabitants. Between 15 June and 31 July 1962) the Portuguese authorities

had arrested over two thousand patriots from among the indigenous population;

hundreds had been tortured and many had been killed. Mr. Amilcar Cabral, the

General Secretary of the Partido Africano do. Independencia do. Guine e Cabo Verde,

had told the Fourth Corr~ittee in December 1962 that if the Portuguese Government

did not change its policy and if the United Nations did.lOt take immediate action)

the indigenous inhabitants would have no choice but to continue the struggle

to end colonial domination. In the hepe, however, that the influence of the

United Nations would prevail and that the Portuguese Government would heed

the voice of reason. Mr. Cabral had proposed that the problem should be

solved by negotiation. The Portuguese Government had answered by new measures

of repression. Its regular army, equipped with modern weapons, was fighting

against an unarmed population, which had been driven by desperation to revolt.

The scope of the military action of the Portuguese Government against the
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population of Portuguese Guinea was demonstrated by tIle reports published in

Conakry that in January the Portuguese military forces had lost 130 men. On

26 February 1963, the Christian Science Monitor had reported that the Portugl'~ .;",

authorities had reopened tIle concentration camp at Tarrafal in the Cape Verde

Islands. That camp having proved inadequate, a further camp had been opened

on the island of Galinhas.

114. The question of Portuguese Guinea would have to be settled in the general

context of the question of the other Portuguese colonies, where Portugal was

pursuing the same policy. The Committee should realize that Portugal had no

desire to change its policy and was doing everything possible to defend the

regime established in its territories. In an interview given in December 1962

Mr. Salazar, the Prime Minister of Portugal, had said l-lLl,t, Portugal would never

agree to grant independence to its colonies and that it ·"vL,.Ld not hesitate to

use all its forces to suppress any uprising in Northern Angola or any other

Portuguese territory.

115. In paragraph 7 of resolution 1807 (XVII), the General Assembly earnestly

requested all states "to refrain forthwith frcm offering the Portuguese

Government any assistance which would enable it to continue its repression of

the peoples of the Territories under Portuguese administration and, for this

purpose, to take all measures to prevent the sale and supply of arms and military

equipment to the Portuguese Government." That paragraph of the resolution was

not being implemented. Portugal's NATO allies were supplying it with arms and

troops. It had been reported that the Salazar Government had decided to remove

its entire army from metropolitan Portugal because Spain had agreed to supply

it vlith 20,000 trcJps for the maintenance of order in Portugal itself. In addition,

Spaniards viere serving in the Portuguese forces of repression and had been

among the casualties in Portuguese Guinea in February 1963, as had been pointed

out in the communique of the Comite de soutien a l'Angola et aux peuples des

colonies portugaises pUblished in Le Monde on 1 March. On 29 December 1962 the

Philadelphia Inquirer had reported that Portugal was trying to exploit the

negotiations on the extension of the lease of' the Azores for United States air and

naval bases as a means of influencing United States foreign poliey. Differences

I .. ·
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of opinion between the United States and Portugal had been smoothed over and the

United States had refused to support General Assembly resolution aimed at

Portugal. It had been reported in the Christian Science Monitor of 5 December 1962

that the Government of Lisbon was confident that in due course Hashington would

provide solid support for Portugal. 's position in Africa and that the official view

was that in the end the United States would be grateful to Portugal for maintaining

order in that part of Africa. Thus there was a direct link between the presence

of United States military bases in Portuguese territories and Portugal's colonial

war. That example showed once again that the existence of foreign military bases

on their territory was a source of suffering for the peoples of all countries)

and particularly for those of the newly independent countries.

116. Since the General Assembly resolutions concerning the territories under

Portuguese administration were not beiLg implemented) the only solution to the

problem lay in intervention by the Security Council. Recourse to the Security

Council would be in accordance with the demands of the indigenous inhabitants

of the Portuguese colonies. African organizations and political parties had

declared themselves in favour of the use of economic sanctions against Portugal)

the exclusion of portu8al from membership of the United Nations and the

severance of diplomatic relations with that country. Indeed) many States in

Africa and Asia had already declared an economic and diplcrrntic boycott of

Portugal. Ghana had closed its airfields to Portuguese aircraft and denied

vessels in the Portuguese fleet access to its ports; Indonesia had recalled its

Ambassador from Lisbon; and Senegal and Uganda had broken off all relations

with Portugal.

117. In resolutions 1807 (XVII) and 1819 (XVII») the Security Council had been

requested to take appropriate measures to ensure the compliance of Portugal with

it obligations as a Member State; since all possible means of persuasion and

moral pressure had been exhausted) the adoption of such measures should be

postponed no longer. The United Nations should act in accordance with the

Charter and the resolutions of the General Assembly; the sooner that was done)

the better it would be for the people in the Portuguese colonies and) ultimately)

for the people of Portugal.
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118. ~1e representative of Uruguay pointed out that there was a new faclor which

the Special Committee should take into account in considering the territories under

Portuguese administration. At the 1196th plenary meeting of the General Assembly,

the United States delegation had submitted a draft resolution proposing the

appointment of two United Katicns representatives, one for the pt~rpose of gathering

information on conditions in Angola and the other for the purpose of gathering

information on conditions in Mozambique, in both cases including information on

political, economic and social conditions, by visiting those two territories and

such other places as they might deem necessary. At the same meeting, the

representative of Portugal had expressed his Government's agreement to that

proposal and its readiness to co-operate "'i th the representat.ives in qUE::sti'ln, who

would be able to move freely throughout the territories under Portuguese

adrn.i.nistration and. tDlk freely to anyone who might help them tc accomplish their

mission. Although the Portuguese delegation had expressed certain reservations

regarding the proposal, in particular with respect to Portuga]IS interpretation

of the United Nations Charter, and although the draft resolution had been

withdrawn at the request of the Afro-Asian group, the delegation of Uruguay thought

that the proposal and its acceptance by the Government of Portuf,al had. been of

G~eat importance.

119. He wondered whether it would not be possible for the C(1~YJ:'ittee to obtain the

acceptance of the Fortuguese Government for a similar plan Which, while rectifying

certain points in the United Stat.es draft resolution, 'VQuld he designed to achieve

the same end. namely, a United Nations presence in the Territories under

Portuguese administration. It had always been the policy of the United Nations,

in its efforts to achieve the liberation of colonial peoples, to establish a

presence in the territory in question. A United Nations presence was a stimulus

to those who were struggling for independence and a form of acceptance by those

who were refusing to grant independence; it was a tangible expression of the

efforts being made in the United Nations, in one resolution after another. It

'vas true that up to the present the Portuguese Government had shown a complete

lack of respect for the Committee and a total disregard of United Nations

resolutions. It should be borne in mind, however, that the destiny and the right

to freedom and justice of a large and suffering population were at stake and the

Special Committee should not alow any extraneous considerations to deflect it
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from its duty. The advantages of a United Nations presence outweighed any possible

disadvantages. If the Government of Portugal refused to allow the United Nations

to establish a presence in its territories, that refusal would be added to its

other misdemeanours but at least it could then be said that all possible Inethods

of reason and persuasion had been tried before more extreme measures were resorted

to.

120. The representative of Tanganyika recalled that Portugal had continually

disregarued United Nations resolutions calling for the liberation of the Africans

whom it had enslaved for centuries, and had stubbornly repeated its assertion that

it had no colonies but only overseas provinces. Portugal did not accept the

fundamental principles of self-determination and independence on which the

Committee based its work. It was clear from the thorough and detailed information

available to the United Nations that Portuguese colonial policy amounted to the

perpetuation of the ruthless subjugation of people to foreign rule. It entailed

the unrestrained use of force to suppress any manifestations of the normal desire

for freedom. In Angola, there had been a spontaneous uprising and a war of

liberation had started. It was disturbing to learn that many of the mercenaries

recently expelled by the United Nations from Katanga had been granted asylum

in Angola by the Portuguese. It had recently been reported that another war

of liberation had begun in so-called Portuguese Guinea. The Portuguese police

had always waged a campaign of terror in Mozambique; many people with

nationalistic leanings disappeared overnight and those who managed to escape

described ruthless shootings and torture in prisons and labour camps. ~eny

Africans from Mozambique had fled to Tanganyika and many people of Indian origin

had passed through Tanganyika on their way from Mozambique to India.

121. After centuries of humiliation, the people living under Portuguese domination

had taken up arms, as was always the case when peaceful methods failed. The

American war of independence and the recent Algerian struggle were other examples

of that process and proved that the opponents of colonialism always triumphed

in the end. The present session of the Committee was probably Portugal's last

chance to yield to reason and grant independence peacefully. The Special

Committee should recommend specific measures to be adopted as a matter of urgency,

to prevent Africa and the world from being plunged into a catastrophe. Portugal

and its allies, especially those who supplied it with arms and enabled it to

send troops to Africa by ensuring its defence under the NATO agreement, should

realize that Africans were following the situation closely.
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122. At the meetir}g of the Pan African Freedom Movement for East, Central and

South Africa (PAFf',1ECSA), held at Leopoldville in December 1962, strong concern

had been voiced about the deteriorating situation in the Portuguese colonies and

the following specific decisions and recommendations had been made, Ivhich the

Special Committee should take into consideration: the Portuguese should withdraw

their troops from Portuguese territories in Africa, release all political

prisoners immediately and allow political parties to operate freely; PAFMECSA

should request NATO countries not to supply arms to Portugal; states belonging

to PAFMECSA should apply economic sanctions against Portugal and appeal to the

United Nations to do the same; they should expel Portuguese nationals from their

countries and request other African States to do the same, and all African

countries should sever diplomatic relations with Portugal; PAF~lliCSA should

immediately arrange to give financial and material aid to the freedom fighters

in the Portuguese territories and to the refugees outside; PAFf',1ECSA should

arrange scholarships for students from those territories in PAFI~CSA countries

and others; Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea should be granted

independence in 1963, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),
and if that was not done the African States should intervene.

123. Tanganyika fully endorsed those recommendations and had broken off

diplomatic relations with Portugal in 1961. The Tanganyikan delegation would

support the suggestion that the situation in the territories under Portuguese

administration should be referred to the Security Council, in accordance vTith

paragraph 8 of General Assembly resolution 1807 (XVII).
124. The representative of Cambodia said that he would not dwell on the

deplorable situation in the territories under Portuguese administration but would

try to express some constructive ideas which he hoped would assist the Corrlllittee

to solve the difficult problems which faced it.

125. Despite the suggestions and recommenaations submitted to the General Assembly

by the Special Committee of Seventeen, and the conclusions of the SpecLal Committee

on Territories under Portuguese Administration and of the Sub-Commit·tee on Angola,

there had been no change in the attitude of the Portuguese Government, which

continued to maintain that the territories were overseas provinces of Portugal.
_.-~--

There had been talk of reforms but it had not been clearly stated whether they
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ivould lead to the implen:<2ntaticn of the principles of the Charter and be in

accordance Wl.tb tbe general viei., concerning the rights of the peoples concerned.

126. During the seventeenth session of the General Assembly the quention had been

debated at length in the Fourth Coulillittee, ivhich had heard statemel;ts by sc::c

sixty representatives and ti.;elve petitioners. The question hod therefore been

amply discussed and there was no need to go over it again.

127. It ivas clear that i!l the opinion of those i':ember States which had votea in

favour of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) some action must be taken. 'That

ivas the purpose of General Assembly resolution 1807 (XVII), i'1hich had been adopted

by a large majority on 14 December 1962. That resolution set forth the rr:ost

appropriate v18ys and me[ms of achieving the implementation of the Declaration on

the granting of independence to colonial countries ~,nd peoples. In additien to

the statement of principle set forth in operative paragraph 3, the resolution

called for a number of steps to be taken by Portugal and by the States i'1hose

assistance had enabled it to continue its policy of repression in its

territories. Moreover, operative paragraph 7 requested all States to refrain fre!:,

offering the Portugnese Government any assistance and to take measures to prevent

the sale and supply of arms and military equipment to the Portuguese Governluent.

That might be a drastic step, but it would have the advantage of putting an end to

a situation which constituted a threat to peace.

128. If the positive steps mentioned in General Assembly resolution 1807 (XVII)

were taken they could lead to the implementatton of the Declaration. ~'1O months

had, however, elapsed since the adoption of the resolution and so far there had

been no sign that it was being put into effect. 'The question therefore was what

to do next.

129. In bis delegation's view it was not essential for the Committee to adopt a

fresh resolution. It migbt, however, adopt the following provisional conclusions:

(1) that the Special Corr~ittee was convinced that the implementation of

General Assembly resolution 1807 (XVII) would be a positive step towards

the implementation of the Declaration in the Territories concerned;

(2) tbat it was the duty of the SpAC'ial ('orumittee t.o pnsure t,hat the steps

advocated in that re~~lution were taken into consideration by the countries

ccncernedj
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(3) that the Special Committee hoped that Portugal should show a better

understanding of the situation and requested that country to comply with its

obligations under Chapter XI of the Charter and the resolutions of the

General Assembl~ concerning the territories under its administration;

(4) that if in a relatively short time the Portuguese Gm"ernment had not

agreed to implement resolution 1807 (XVII) and the previous resolutions of

the General Assembly, the Special Committee was determined to lay the matter

before the General Assembly and to inform the Security Council so that

appropriate steps might be taken to induce Portugal to fulfil its

obligations as a Member State.

130. Those were mere suggestions. The attitude which he proposed the Committee

should adopt might appear passive, but it was realistic and showed determination.

Once the Committee had pronounced judgement it would be for the Member States as

a whole to take the necessary steps if Portugal once again failed to comply with

a resolution of the General Assembly.

131. There had been talk of a United Nations presence in the territories. His

delegation would have no objection to such a proposal, but it must be realized

that before that proposal could be carried out Portugal must recognize that the

territories in question were not overseas provinces and that their peoples

were entitled to self-determination and independence. At the 1196th meeting of

the General Assembly, however, the Portuguese representative had stated that his

country would agree to the appointment of two United Nations representatives to

visit Angola and Mozambique, sUbject to the reservation that his Government did
~

not consider Article 73 of the Charter to apply to the Portuguese overseas

provinces.

132. The attitude to be adopted by the Committee would relate to all the territories

at present administered by Portugal. Thus his proposals applied equally to

Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea.

133. The question had two aspects, the political aspect and, so to speak, the

lliilitary aspect. If Portugal would agree to grant the people the right to self

determination and independence the distUl:'bances would automatically come to an "':",..
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134. l1he United Nations had decided by an overHhelming majority that the peoples

'vere entitled freely to choose their OHn destiny; that right should not be refused

them. Portugal must understand that fundamental truth, but he still hoped that

its goodwill and understanding Hould be forthcoming.

135. ~he representative of Mali said that his delegation had frequently defined

its position Hith regard to Portugalts colonialist policy in its African territories

and had deplored Portugal's refusal to comply with the provisions of Chapter XI

of the Charter and the Declaration on tLe granting of independence to colonial

countries and peoples.

136. The report of the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese

Administration (A/5160) provided abundant information about the 'vretched living

conditions of the people under Portuguese domination in Africa. Portugal had

remained deaf to all the appeals of the United Nations and was continuing its

policy of forcible assimilation. In the meantime tension was growing in all the

territories under Portuguese domination. In response to the conclusions of the

Special Committee, Portugal had intensified the repressive character of its

colonial policy and had launched a war on the Algerian model in Angola and again

recently in so-called Portuguese Guinea. At the same time the Salazar Government

was appealing for the investment of foreign capital in Angola, some of the profits

realized being used for the purchase of war material. It should be noted that

almost all the shares in the Trust which held a monopoly for the mining of an

trade in diamonds from Angola belonged to the Union ~liniere du Haut-Katanga,

the Morgan Bank, the Oppenheimar and Guggenbeim groups and above all to the

Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa. Oil production was in the bands of

Petrofina, a Belgian company, and the Chase National Bank. The political

counterpart of those international monopolies was the "Unboly Alliance" of Salazar,

Welensky and Verwoerd. ~oreover, the Salazar Government was pleading with its

• NA~O allies to come to its help.

137. Despite all those reactionary manoeuvres, the nationallst movement was

daily gaining strength. All the independent African countries were urging the

Portuguese Government to put an end to tbe war in Angola forthwith and to grant

political independence to all the Portuguese colonies, in accordance with General

Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). ~e reply of the Portuguese Government to the

I.··
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appeal of the African States and the United Na ions had been to start a new war

in so-called Portuguese Guinea. Since 15 June 1962 over 3,000 people had been

imprisoned and hundreds had been sent to concentration camps. Recently over

130 Portuguese soldiers had been killed during a skirmish with the nationalists

of so-called Portuguese Guinea. In addition fourteen soldiers or mercenaries

had. been killed in February in the course of' incidents provoked "by the criminal

methods employed by the Portuguese colonialists. At the same time the indigenous

people of' the territory were sUffering from a chronic famine.

138. An those facts constituted a serious threat to international peace and

security and called for an i~nediate and radical solution, which in his delegation's

viei" could only be the granting of independence to the peoples of Angola,

Mozambique, so-called Portuguese Guinea and the other territories under Portuguese

iomination. The Portuguese Government should realize that fact and agree to

co-operate loyally with the United Nations. As proof of its Willingness to

co-operate the Portuguese Government should consent to the visit of a delegation

of the Comrnittee of TI"enty-Four, first to Lisbon to discuss matters with the

Portuguese authorities and subsequently to Angola, Mozambique, so-called Portuguese

Guinea and other territories under Portuguese domination. The visit should take

place in the context of the search for ways and means of ensuring the early

application of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) to the Portuguese territories.

His delegation considered that the Committee should take its final decision

regarding the Portuguese territories after considering all the efforts that had

been made to get in touch with the Portuguese Governnlent with a view to the

implementation of General Asselnbly resolution 1514 (XV) and the other relevant

resolutions adopted by the General Assembly and other United Nations bodies.

139. For the time being hi,s delegation would confine itself to that preliminary

suggestion, reserving the right to submit other proposals in due course.

140. Portugal must understand that the time had gone by when the domination

of one people over others could be tolerated and that co-operation 'between

independent states was the order of the day.
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141. The representative of ~r~E. said that, in view of the serious and dangerous

situation created by the stubborn and incomprehensible attitude of the

Administering Powers, his delegation considered the Portuguese colonies, South

West Africa and Southern Rhodesia to be in a class by themselves among the

colonized territories covered by the Declaration set out in General Assembly

resolution 1514 (XV).

142. A wealth of documentation concerning Angola and the other Portuguese colontes

in Africa had been assembled over the past few years by the Fourth Committee,

the Security Council and various special committees and sub-collimittees. In

addition the activities of nationalist movements :i.n the Territories under

Portuguese administration received daily coverage in the international Press.

Those various sources of information revealed that, after five centuries of

colonization, the Territories under Portuguese administration were among the most

under-privileged in the world, their African inhabitants were the victims of a

thinly disgUised form of slavery) in flagrant violation of the principles of the

Charter and of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, ar-d the nationalist

movements in those countries were being consistently kept dQiom by force.

143. Resolutions 1807 (XVII) and 1819 (XVII), in which the General Assembly had

recommended a series of practical and urgent measures designed to apply to the

Portuguese colonies, without delay, the Declaration set out in resolution 1514 (XV),

and had once again urged the Government of Portugal to reconsider its attitude

and to co-operate with the United Nations, hAd gone unheeded. Portugal persisted

in asserting that there could be no change in its relationship with its Territories,

and completely disregarded the legitimate aspirations of the indigenous peoples.

In the circumstances it would appear that the only possible course of action

open to the United Nations was to refer the matter to the Security Council.

Nevertheless his delegation, like those of Uruguay and Mali, considered that
• before such drastic action was taken the Committee might try once again to persuade

the Portuguese Government to come to terms ivith present-day realit:i.es, and with

the anxieties of the international cOIT@unity, and agree to co-operate wibh the

Committee in its efforts to complete the task entrusted to it 'by the General

Assembly.
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144. The Committee might perhaps send the Lisbon Government a letter to that

effect, drawing its attention to the gravity of the situation and to the dire

consequences that would soon be apparent if it persisted in its present attitude,

and asking it to co-operate in implementing the Declaration. If Portugal

failed to res~ond favourably to that request within a given period, the Committee

might then refer the case to the Security Council. His delegation sincerely hoped

that such an approach would be favourably received by Portugal and that the peoples

of the Portuguese colonies would be able to attain independence in peace and harmony.

145. The representative of Tunisia recalled that his delegation had had occasion

a few months previously to state its position on the various questions relating

to the Portuguese Territories. There had been few political developments since

that time. However, the fact that the so-called Portuguese Guinea had now reached

the stage of armed struggle three years after Angola, was of the first importance

to the Committee's discussions and to any action which the United Nations might take.

146. At the same time the war was continUing in Angola, the Angola patriots were

increasingly successful in adapting their tactics to local conditions and the

struggle was now being waged on a united front. In view of the vast conspiracy

of silence which seemed to surround the Angolan war, his delegation felt called

upon to stress the importance of giVing the Angolan question all the attention

it deserv'ed as a situation so menacing to peace and security in that part of

Africa. Furthermore, although the Angolan patriots were short of weapons, the

same could not, unfortunate:y, be said of the forces of repression, which enjoyed

the support of the greatest military grouping of all time.

147. His delegation did not think the Committee could change such a grave situation

merely by adopting another resolution, and it had therefore been very interested

in the constructive proposals made, in particular, by the delegations of Uruguay,

Cambodia and Mali. It was convinced that the time had come to make contact with the

Portuguese authorities in some way. It might be useful to take up, in the context

of resolution 1514 (XV) and of the Committee's work, the idea referred to by the

Uruguayan representative and put forward by the United States delegation at the last

session of the General Assembly. His delegation also agreed with the Cambodian

representative that it would be wise for the Portuguese Government to begin by

recognizing the right of the peoples of its territories to self-determination.
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148. In any event, he thought it important to show adaptability in seeking to

establish some contact with the Portuguese authorities to tell the Portuguese

Government again to cease all repression of the African peoples, and to call

once more upon Portugal's allies to put an end to their military assistance to

that country.

149. With regard to the Committee's recommendations to the General Assembly, his

delegation considered that it would be desirable first to study whatever

statements were made by the petitioners, to take into account any developments

occurring before the eighteenth session of the General Assembly, and to await

the Portuguese Government's reaction to such proposals as the Committee might

decide to make.

150. It was to be hoped that the Portuguese Government would not hold aloof from

sober and constructive contact designed to put an end to all armed action against

the peoples and to permit the complete fulfilment of their aspirations to

self-determination and independence.

151. The representative of Poland recalled that in recent years questions relating

to the Portuguese colonies had frequently been before the United Nations, which

had been endeavouring to induce the Portuguese Government to comply with its

obligations under the Charter and to co-operate in the application of United

Nations resolutions. Many countries, particularly those of Africa and Asia,

had appealed to the allies and friends of Portugal to prevail upon it to abide

by the principles of the Charter and the prOVisions of the Declaration on the

granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.

152. Portugal, however, had persisted in its defiant attitude and continued to

deprive the indigenous inhabitants of its territories of their human rights and to

deny their legitimate aspirations for freedom and independence. While a great part

of Africa had cast off the colonial yoke and emerged as a positive force for peace

and co-operation among nations, the indigenous inhabitants of the Portuguese

colonies were still being oppressed, exploited and enslaved.

153. Despite Portugal IS negative attitude, the United Nations had succeded in

collecting information on conditions in the territories under Portuguese

administration and in focusing world public opinion on the grave situation

prevailing there. The Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese
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Administration, in particular, had prepared a detailed and circumstantial report

showing that t~e situation in the Portuguese colonies could be attributed to the

fact that Portugal still considered them integral parts of its national territory

and completely disregarded the aspirations of the indigenous peoples. The evidence

gathered by the United Nations proved that the t"o main factors responsible for the

atmosphere of tension prevailing in the Portuguese colonies were, firstly, the

deep dissatisfaction of the indigenous inhabitants witll political, econcmic,

social and educational conditions, and secondly Portugal's determination to

suppress by force any political activity among the people.

154. Faced with the strong reaction of world opinion, Portugal bad attempted to

deceive the United Nations by proclaiming some reforms which failed to meet the

basic aspirations of the people. One such reform, according to the Portuguese

Government, had taken the form of legislative proposals, on the Overseas Council's

advice, to decentralize the internal administration of the overseas territories

and give them fuller representation in Parliament. Those proposals, if

implemented, would go some way to meet the demands of the European elements in

Angola and Mozambique ('xl:; would ma~~e no change in the constitutional status of

the Territories under Portuguese admi.nistration, '-lhich l,isbon still regarded as

integral parts of the European metropolitan Power.

155. The purpose of the reforms vias to give the non-African elements greater

freedom of action so that they could take over political po'-ler when Portugal '-las

ultimately forced to accede to the indigenous inhabitants' demands for self

determination and independence. The efforts for decentralization and the i.nflux

of settlers were designed to turn the Portuguese colonies into countries of the

Southern Rhodesian or South African type. lYlr. Holden Roberto had said that the

south of Angola '-las almost entirely in the hands of the settlers and that the

Portuguese were in the process of creating a terrorist racial organization,

comparable to the former Secret f.lrmy Organization (OAS) in Algeria, '-lith the

apparent, <:lim of partitioning the country so that its southern part, which had

the most settlers and '-las the most fertile, '-lould remain in non-African hands.

It was no wonder, therefore, that the Portuguese authorities had granted refuge

to many mercenaries recently expelled from Katanga.
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156. Portugal has undertaken no significant political reforms) had not consulted

the indigenous population) and had establis!led no political institutions whose

members) as required by the Declaration on the granting of independence to

colonial countries and peoples were freely elected with a view to power being

transferred to the people. Portugal's policy had created a very grave situation)

which constituted a serious threat to international peace and security) and in

which Portugal's allies, by continuing to supply it with weapons that were used

for the suppression of nationalist movements) bore a :r;articular respcnsibility.

In that connexion) the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese

.Administration had assembled irrefutable facts shoWing the direct complicity

of the NATO Powers in the colonial war waged. b~r Portugal in Angola.

157. Several months had elapsed since the Cldoption of resolution 1807 (XVII))

which represented a further effort to make Portugal listen to reason. That

country) however) had merely intensified its repressive measures in Portuguese

Guinea and elsewhere) and the Press had reported the recent disturbances and

bloodshed in Portuguese Guinea. Thus the situation in the Portuguese Territories

had deteriorated.

158. His delegation sympathized with the impatience of the representatives of

African countries for rapid action to end Portuguese colonialism in 1963. The

question was what the Special Committee could do to assist the indigenous

populations of the Portuguese colonies who had placed thejr trust and hope in

the United Nations. In his delegation's view) the most appropriate measure would

be to bring the problem of the Portuguese colonies before the Security Council

in accordanace with resolutions 1807 (XVII) and 1819 (XVII). All the resources

of moral pressure and persuasion had been exhausted) and the time had come to

implement the Assembly's decisions. The problem was no longer one of information

but one of action) and his delegation would support a draft resolution to that

end. However) if the Committee preferred to make one last effort/to enlist

Portugal's co-operation in giving effect to the Declaration on the granting of

independence) his delegation would not oppose the idea of sending a Visiting

mission of the Committee to Lisbon and to the African Territories under

Portuguese administration prOVided that it did not delay recourse to the

Security Council indefini::;ely) for time was a vital factor. The decision to
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bring the matter before the Council might be postponed until a specific date - say

25 March 1963 - pending a reply from Portugal on the ~uestion of sending a visiting

mission.

159· The representative of Sierra Leone said that in his delegation's opinion the

situation in the Territories under Portuguese administration had continued to

deteriorate and was now most alarming. After Angola, it was now the turn of

Portuguese Guinea, and there were disturbing reports from Mozambi~ue. Everything

pointed to the fact that Portugal had cow~itted itself to a policy of suppression,

intimidation, mass murder and denial of the legitimate rights of the indigenous

inhabitants, in defiance of the Charter and General Assembly resolutions. The

General Assembly, in its resolution 1807 (XVII), had re~uested the Special Committee

to give priority to an examination of the Territories under Portuguese

administration.

160. The Special Committee on Terrttories under Portuguese administration had

already submitted a report (A/5l60) drawing attention to the serious plight of

those Territories l inhabitants and to the atmosphere of insecurity pervading their

lives. It was clear that those peoples were determined to fight for their

liberation, and that that was the proper attitude for them to take.

161. Contacts between the United Nations and Portugal had been proposed with a vie'w

to establishing, if possible, better conditions for the peoples concerned. There

was little reason to count on Portuguese co-operation, but his delegation would

support any proposal that gave Portugal a chance to withdraw from its position with

some dignity. That country, which in the past had done much for civilization,

should make a gesture of good will. It should offer specific proposals 8S to how

it would best co-operate with the United Nations. At the General Assernblyls

last session, the United States had proposed that a rapporteur should be sent to

the Portuguese Territories. At the time many delegations had viewed that proposal

with disfavour because it had followed a resolution covering all the important

points. Many delegations, including that of Sierra Leone, had felt that the

spirit of co-operation invited by the United states proposal could well have been

exhibited by the Portuguese even under the terms of resolution 1807 (XVII).

However, in December 1962 Mr. Salazar had categorically stated that he would
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never agree to the idea of independence for Portuguese colonies and that Portugal

would without hesitation throw all its forces into the task of represE' -,m.

162. There had been justifiable speculation as to what role Portugalls aJlies

had been playing behind the scenes. It had been a sorry role, especially since

many of those allies kaa publicly protested ae3inst Portuguese policy. Hil

delegation appeal~d to them in the spirit of resolution 1807 (XVII), which

earnestly re~uested all states to refrain forthwith from offering the Portug~ese

Government any assistance which would enable it to continue its repression, and

to take all measures to prevent the sale and supply of arms to the Portuguese

Government.

163. The effectiveness of the United Nations as a mor81 force was at stake in the

matter of the Portuguese Te~~jtories. His delegation there:~0~e su~gested that the

Special Committee should establish a sub-committee, or authorize the eXisting

Working Group, to open direct discussions with the Portuguese Government. One

or the other of those bodies could make a thorough study of any suggestions

which Portugal might make for co-operation in the implementation of the General

Assembly resolutions. If that method failed, his delegation considered that

the matter should be taken up by the Security Council in accordance with

resolution 1807 (XVII). No one could deny that peace was threatened by

Portuguese colonialism in Africa. However, his delegation would be Willing to

consider any other suggestions likely to bring an end to Portuguese domination.

164. The representative of Iraq said that the General Assembly had been dealing

with the problem under consideration for more than six years, but had made no

progress. As the Secretary-General had said in his recent speech before the

Economic Club of New York, the drive towards independence was an irreversible

process. It was the duty of the United Nations to speed up that process, and

nowhere was that task more urgent than in the Portuguese Territories. The facts,

which had already been set forth on many occasions, were unchallengeable. The

territories in ~uestion were the most backward on the whole African continent, and

the reforms introduced recently were entirely inade~uate. In any case, the

problem could no longer be solved by reforms, however far-reaching they might

be. It was not necessary to refute the spurious legal contentions put forward

by Portugal. It was sufficient to say that Portuguese policy sought, or

pretended to seek, a goal that was both unattainable and basically unacceptable,
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namely, to absorb an f\frican population into a Hestern culture. But Portugal

was trying to hold an untenable position through oppression and violence.

165. In such circumstances, the task of the Committee \vas to initiate measur'.: and

propose them to the Portuguese Government, as well as to the General Assembly and

the Security Council) if necessary) to secure the implementation of the Declaration

on the granting of indepe~dence to colonial countries and peoples. The General

":scembly had already proposed immediate measures, ~lhich had so far been completely

ignored by Portugal) and the Committee would therefore be fully justified in

seeking drastic or even coercive action by the appropriate organs of the United

Nations. The reply from the Portuguese Government which the Secretary had read at

tIle beginning of the meeting provided yet another example of the Portuguese

attitUde of defiance. However) the problem involved ;.hl.~ fate of millions of

people, and the Committee should not allow itself to bL :.d_scouraged. It might

therefore be advisable to make one more effort, perhaps the last, to establish

contact with the Government of Portugal.

166. ;'8 far as the form of actual timing of such contact was concerned) that could

be decided by agreement between representatives of the Comrnittee and

representatives of the Portuguese Government. It was hard to say whether such

contact should take place in New York) Lisbon, or Africa. Considerable flexibility

of approach might be necessary in the matter; moreover, the delegation of Ira~ felt

that contact might also usefully be established with Portugal's allies at the

earliest possible moment, with a view to enlisting their support for whatever

initiative the Committee might decide upon. Their co-operation was particularly

important for the implementation of the resolutions of the General ~sserrbly

calling for the denial to Portugal of' any assistance .lhich might be used by it

in its colonial war.

167. If direct contact with the Portuguese Government failed to achieve the

desired results, then the delegation of Iraq agreed with the representative of

Ethiopia that the attention of the Security Council should be drawn to the matter

and thnt a resolution should be adopted by the Committee in which certain

measures - including) if necessary, diplcrr.atic and economic sanctions - might

be proposed.
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168. The representative of Italy said that the Special Committee could not

8fford to submit to the next session of the General Assembly a report

inrticating that no progress had been made in the Territories administered by

Portugal and that no change was in sight in the future. The members of the

Committee should not rest until all practical methods had been exhausted. Their

first task must be to make a preliminary choice: in other words, to decide

what means to use in order to achieve the goal. The category of means

represented by verbal instruments such us declarations, st3tements of principle,

appeals, and, to a certain extent, resolutions, should be dismissed from

consideration, for as far as the Portuguese Territories were concerned the

time for resolutions ,~as over: their effect had proved to be extremely limited.

The delegation of Italy felt, likewise, that measures such as the breaking-off

of diplomatic relations with Portugal, the expulsion of Portuguese citizens or

firms from the territory of Member States, and embargoes on Portuguese trade

also fell, to a large extent" within the category of verbal measures. No

pressure, no threats, no friendly advice could induce an obstinate country to

change its policy. Nor did the delegation of Italy think that the Committee

should contemplate a solution of the problem of the Portuguese Territories by

means of a revolution of their indigenous populations; that would represent a

flagrant denial of all human solidarity, and would be tantamount to admitting

the complete failure of the United Nations in a field in ',hieh it had hitherto

made great eontri.butions to the peaceful development of political relationships

among the peoples of the world. All efforts should therefore be directed to

finding a new way of solving the problem.

169. In the course of the last session of the General Assembly, something which

was highly encouraging had occurred, namely, the move to establish a United

Nations presence in Angola and Mozambique, which had received substantial support,

and which the delegation of Italy, lH:e the representative of Uruguay,

considered to be a brave attempt in the right direction. The delegation of

Italy was deeply convinced that the Portuguese authorities would before long

realize that their present colonial policy was not in their best interests, that

their attitude of non-eo-operation with the United Nations eould not be

maintained, and that when the time came to re-define the relationship between

two peoples, a system of freely adopted co-operation was preferable to a regime

based on domination on one side and servitude on the other.
/
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170. It was probable that on the conclusion of the general debate the members of

the Committee would not yet have agreed on the action to be taken with respect

to the Portuguese Territories. It would then be bes\ .ot to decide on hasty action

which might later prove inadequate, but to take several days or weeks to think over

the various ideas which had emerged during the debate.

171. The representative of Madagascar said that he had no intention of going

yet again over the sad history of the Portuguese colonial policy, which

consisted of clinging desperately to outmoded and indefensible formulas. The

abrogation in 1951 of the Colonial Act of 1930 had not brought about any of the

changes to be desired in the Territories administered by Portugal. The attempt

at assimilation was a clumsy manoeuvre aimed at stifling the claims of the peoples

of those territories for independence and at enabling Portugal to interpret

Chapter XI of the United Nations Charter as it wished and to refuse to co-operate

witll the United Nations. The Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV) had

been ignored, as had resolution 1807 (XVII). At a time -,Then the situation in

Portuguese Guinea was getting worse, Portugal was proclaiming that harmony reigned

in the Portuguese Territories and the Press Release of 4 March 1963 which had

been sent to all the Permanent Missions by the Permanent Mission of Portugal to

the United Nations drew attention to that re-established harmony. If that was

really the situation, then why was Portugal allOWing only two journalists to

visit Mozambique, and why did not it extend permission to visit Mozambique to a

delegation from the Special Committee?

172. Such a delegation would mark the presence of the United Nations in the

Territories administered by Portugal and the co-operation of Portugal with the

Organization. He hoped that Portugal would make a decisive move by accepting a

delegation nominated by the Committee. The delegation of Madagascar thought that

only Portugalfs agreement to co-operate would really make it possible to find the

concrete measures which the General Assembly had asked the Committee to formulate.

The aspirations and claims of the peoples of the territories adminis-r.ered by

Portugal were legitimate; it was unthinkable that the peoples of Angola,

Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea and the other Portuguese Territories should remain

in bondage at a time when other African nations were achieving their independence.

Portugal must therefore, as General Assembly resolution 1807 (XVII) reqUired,

undertake negotiations, on the basis of recognition of the right to self-

/
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determination, with the qualified representatives of the political parties inside

or outside the Territories with the aim of transferring power to representative,

freely-elected political institutions, in accordance with resolution 1514 (XV).

He ,.,rished to conclude his statement with a quotation from a book entitled liThe

Ft:.ture of the i'lhite Man in Black Africa", by Dr. Thomas Patrick Melady, who

referred to the disasters which could befall the Portuguese if the movement of the

Portuguese Territories towards independence did not take place in an atmosphere

of understanding.

173. The representative of Yugoslavia recalled that during the past few years the

United Nations had accorded special attention to the question of Portuguese

colonies and had been obliged to take a number of steps because of the negative

attitude of Portugal and its refusal to co-operate. In 1961 three separate

bodies had examined the situation in the Portuguese territories and had submitted

reports to the General Assembly, which had adopted resolutions submitted by

various delegations, including the Yugoslav delegation. There was thus no

need to discuss in detail the position of the peoples of those territories.

174. Since the most recent debate on the subject in the General Assembly, there

had been no change in the attitude or the policy of Portugal, whose basic

characteristics were, firstly, that Portugal clung to the legal fiction that its

colonies were overseas provinces; secondly, it did not accept any obligation

under Chapter XI of the Charter and refused to co-operate with the United Nations

in that field; thirdly, it had not complied with any of the resolutions of the

General Assembly or the Security Council; lastly, it was determined to use all

means, and primarily force and oppression, to suppress any movement of the African

population for independence. In a word, Portugal was the only colonial Power

which had not liberated any of its colonies and which persistently refused even

to consider doing so •

175. That being so, it would be natural for the Special Committee to refer the

matter to the Security Council, as requested by General Assembly

resolution 1807 (XVII). The Yugoslav delegation could not see any improvement

in the attitude and policy of Portugal and doubted Portugalts readiness and

ability to adapt its policy to reality. It was ready, however, to support the

suggestions made by the delegations of Ethiopia and Mali and to attempt once more
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to establish contact with the Portuguese Government. The only aim of such

contacts and the exchange of vie'vs to 'vhich they might lead would be the

implementation of the Declaration on the granting of' independence to colonial

countries and peoples, since the Committee1s terms of reference were not to gather

information but to propose concrete measures that would accelerate the liberation

of the colonial peoples.

176. In conclusion, he observed that the abandonment by Portugal of the legal

fiction of the "overseas provinces fl and a manifestation of readiness to co-operate

'vith the Dnited Nations for the purpose of implementing the Declaration were

preconditions for the success of any contacts between the Committee and the

Government of Portugal.

177. The representative of Venezuela said that he would not dwell upon the

facts relating to the question before the Committee, since they had been discussed

at length by the COllilllittee and other bodies. Venezuala's position was that the

Declaration on the granting of independence should be applied to all colonial

territories which still had that status, and hence to the African territories

under Portuguese administration. His delegation could not accept the theory that

the Portuguese colonies were an integral part of the metropolitan country;

moreover, the General Assembly had settled that question in resolution 1541 (XV).

178. The Committee must carry out the task expressly entrusted to it in

General Assembly resolution 1810 (XVII), i.e. to continue to seek the most suitable

ways and means for the speedy and total appJ.ication of the Declaration to all

territories which had not yet attained independence and to propose specific

measures for the complete application of' the Declaration. The situation in the

territories under Portuguese administration had not changed since the General

Assembly had examined the Committee's last report. Despite the links between

Portugal and Venezuela, Venezuela1s attitude had not changed: the colonial

system must disappear wherever it still existed and whatever the Power by which

it was imposed.

179. In order to carry out its task the Committee must resort to every means at

its disposal. It could use diplomatic channels or, as the representative of Mali

had said, could try to find means of reaching a friendly agreement. The delegation

of Venezuela hoped that other delegations would endorse the suggestions made by

the representatives of Uruguay to the effect that the next step should be a friendly
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approach to Portugal vith 1:1 vie,v to sending a mission to Lisbob for the purpose

of entering into convcrstiol1s cmd sUbseCluently visiting the territories concerned.

The delegation of Venezuela hoped that the co-operation of the Portuguese

Government vould be forthcoming.

180. The representative of Bulgaria emphasized that the Committee had given

priority to the territories under Portuguese administration because developments

in those territories had become a matt.er of international concern. The Portuguese

Government continued to disregard the aspirations for immediate independence

expressed by the peoples of the territories and indeed 'vas sj.mply intensifying

its oppressive measures. As vas stated in paragraph 405 of the report of the

Special Corr~ittee on Territories under Portuguese Administration (A/5160), an

atmosphere of tension and insecurity pervaded the daily lives of the indigenous

inhabitants, the tiVO ".::"in reasons for 'vhich vere a deep and general feeling of

dissatisfaction and Portugal!s determination to suppresE'. by force all arms or

manifestations of political avareness displayed by the people. The S}ecial

Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration also noted (paragraph 406)

that the basic dissatisfaction of the people arose from the essentially colonial

relationship the territories had ivith Portugal, that by imposing Portuguese culture

and citizenship on the people Portugal vas denying them opportunities for the

fulfilment of their ovn aspirations, and that without a change of attitude on the

part of Portugal there could be no peaceful or permanent solution.

181. Portugal, however, stubbornly maintained its claim that its colonies vere

Portuguese provinces. That vas the kernel of the problem and the danger lay in

Portugalts insistence that there could be no change in its relationship with its

colonies. The Portuguese Government replied to the groving struggle of the people

by large-scale military action and violent repressive measures. Fresh troops were

constantly being sent to the colo"'1.es and thousands of settlers had been organized

into civilian militia corps vhich were taking part in the fight against guerrilla

units of the African population. Military supplies from the NATO countries were

continually flOWing into the territories under Portuguese administration.

Nevertheless the national liberation movement was stronger than ever. Portugalts

attitude had created a situation which represented a threat to international peace

and security and it ivas the Committee IS duty to act accordingly •.
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182. General Assembly resolution 1807 (XVII) noted with deep concern that the

policy and acts of the Portuguese Government with regard to the territories

under its administration had created a situation which constituted a serious

threat to international peace and security and it urged the Portuguese

Government to give effect to the recommendations in the report of the

Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration. Portugal

had not, however, taken any of the five steps set forth in that resolution.

Indeed, the situation in almost all the Portuguese colonies, far from

improving, was becoming more and more explosive. The Bulgarian delegation

considered that in the circumstances the Committee had no choice but to comply

with ~aragraph 8 of the resolution and to request the Security Council to

examine the question and to take appropriate measures to secure the compliance

of Portugal with the decisions of the General Assembly. At the same time the

Committee might request the Portuguese Government to allow a visiting mission

to enter the Portuguese territories in Africa and should ask it to reply as

soon as possible.

183. The Bulgarian delegation considered that the appeals for ~atience rr.ade

by certain delegations were unjustified, in view of the fact that for seme

six years the efforts made by the United Nations to induce the Portuguese

Government to change its policy towards its colonies had produced no results.

The Committee should be guided not by the wishes of the Portuguese Government

but by the decisions of the General Assembly and by concern for the fate of

the millions of people suffering under Portuguese colonial oppression.

184. Lastly, he expressed his delegationfs concern that operative ~aragraph 7

of resolution 1807 (XVII) was not being implemented. Portugal was being

supplied with arms in great quantities by its allies. The Committee should

make recommendations on the subject with a view to securing the effective

implementation of that paragraph.

185. The representative of the Lniten. States ef America Eaid teat rrankind stood

at one of the crossroads of history and that a change was beginning to appear

in the world, after centuries of suffering. The Committee could not simply ~,

a passive witness of that great historical wave, but should endeavour in scme

measure to channel the peoples' aspirations to freedom by enabling them to
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exercise self-determination. The CCffimittee's task was to help bring the

colonial era to a peaceful end and to replace the paternalism of the past

with political relationships based on consent. The United Nations had done

much towards accelerating the pace of decoloni.zation during the past decade

and he was happy to be working in the Committee with the representatives of

countries which had emerged from colonialism to independence under

United Nations auspices.

186. The Committee could make a most constructive contribution to the course

of history by actively seeking, in a spirit of co-operation and pragmatism,

to utilize the tools of diplomacy in the search for practical solutions to

specific problems. In order to achieve that end, the CCffimittee should, above

all, avoid entanglement in the cold war, for the problems of the colonial

peoples were already sufficiently complicated without their difficulties

being compounded by extraneous ideological considerations. The United States

delegation intended to avoid polemics uttered purely for political advantage

and would co-operate with the Committee in working for constructive and timely

progress by the means envisaged and permitted by the Charter. Towards that

objective the United States would co-operate with the Committee and other

United Nations bodies. But it could not countenance or support interventionist

or expansionist aspirations or predatory attacks by one State against the

territory of another in the name of self-determination.

187. With respect to the subject immediately before the Corrmittee, he did not

propose to dwell on the conditions prevailing in the various territories under

Portuguese administration but would merely restate the principles which underlay

his delegation's position towards those territories.

188. Firstly, the General Assembly had found that the territories in question

were Non-Self-Governing Territories within the meaning of Chapter XI of the

Charter and that it was therefore incumbent on the Administering Power to

submit information on those territories; the United States delegation had

therefore called upon Portugal to co-operate Ivith the United Nations in the

consideration of those reports. Secondly, the United States delegation,

convinced that the principle of self-determination was applicable to all the
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territOl'ies being consid.ered 'by the C8wmittee, had continucusly supported t.he

measures envlsaged since the Security Council had. first consluPt'cJ ,L'~i l'~ 'md

had called upon Portugal to .l'CcogJ"li.~e that principle and to acceler~~te the pace

of the political, economic and social advancen:ent of tlw inhabitants of the

Portuguese t,erritories. Thirdly, the United states .lelegation wa~ of thp

opinion that the United Nations and the COIT,mittee should pursue tbl~'Lr efforts

along the creative paths of peace, difficult though they often seemed, l'()r it

"TaS convincecl that the Ccmmitte.e WGulJ. not drm'i nearer to the Jes i 1'('.1. results

by abandoning the means of di,plomacy in favour of methods of cON'cion. L.J.Gtly,

the United states delegation, fI'om the beginning, had been convinced that th'··

United Nations, which ''ias dedicated to peace and justice .. cculi play a uGeful

and constructive role for the benefit clf the people in the Portuguese

territories ; it had accordiL1gly r-:n-lr.:woured to use the UniteJ Iht.ionG machinery

in a constructive sense in order to achieve progress towards ppaceful anu just

solutions.

189. Because of its long frj.endship '-lith Portugal, the Unitell stt:'.tes Governn.:ent

had been unstinting in its efforts to help to achieve the basic objective

underlying "the United Nations resolutions on the Portuguese territories; that

of self-cletermination. 1iJhen United Natj.ons machinery had been established to

deal with some aspects of that principle, the United states had suggested ways

in ''ihich the Government of Portugal could offer its co-operation. 'Thus, after

protracted consultations with Portugal, the United States had proposed that

United Nations representatives sbould be sent to Angola and Mozambique to report

back to the United Nations on conditions in those territories. Portugal had

been prepared to co-operate with those representatives. That proposal, if

adopted, would have enabled United Nations representatives to pay their first

official visit to the Portuguese territories and that could have been a

significant step towards a peaceful settlement. The United states had finally

decided not to press its proposal to a vote .. since several delegations had made

it known that they were not prepared to accept the draft resolution without

amendments Hhich vlOuld have prevented. its application. Nevertheless .. the

progress which that proposal had represented should not be simply abandoned.
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Undoubtedly otller means could be devised) but the Cemmittee should try to take

decisions which could be carried out rather than choose solutions which, 'Hhile

perhaps more ideal, ivere impracticable.

190. The UnitExl States delegation i'laS convinced that reneived efforts alcng the

lines of a United Hations representative or any other practical proposal, ivould

offer a better chance of progress than extreme measures. In his view) it was

only by tenacious and realistic perseverance towards peaceful settlement that

the Cerr~ittee would contribute to the well-being and the political freedcm of the

people in the territories under Portuguese administration.

1)1. The representative of the Ivory Ccast observed that, already in other

bodies, his delegation had denounced the Portuguese Government's abGurd colonial

policy and shmm that it,s legal basis was fallacious. The policy of assimilation

was doemed to failure; in fact, it had led to no positive results in the courrtries

where the experiment had been tried. Portugal had taken no steps to emancipate

the peoples of the territories under its sway and had thus eliminated even the

most remote possibility of success. The timid reforms of 1961 had br'oucht about

no change in the situation of those peoples. The time had ccme when Portugal

must realize that the era of domination of cne people by another ~as over and

that henceforth relationships between peoples would be based on friendship and

free and equal co-operation. Portugal must reconsider its position and lead its

territories peacefully to independence, as had been emphasized by the President

of the Republic of the Ivory Coast on 15 January 1962 in speaking before that

country's National Assembly.

192. The problem of the total liberation of Africa would be one of the chief

concerns of African Heads of State at their next meeting. If Portugal was

relying on the division of Africa into groups to perpetuate its demination, it

was making a great mistake) since Afrj.can solidarity could not fail to ceme

into play. Portugal must profit by the lessons of recent history, which had

shown the futility of colonial wars and the inevitability of the victory of

nationalism, and tal{e the necessary steps to establish conditions which would

enable its territories to achieve complete independence. Portugal should enter

into negotiations with the representatives of its territories with a view to the

achievement of self-government and independence and tb.e transfer of the powerR it

held to freely-elected institutions.
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193. In the absence of volUlltary action by Portugal, various steps should be

tal~en. The first would be for the countries friendly to Portugal to refuse to

supply it with arms, since Portugal was using them in one way or another to

perpetuate its domination. The second, which }., been proposed by the

representative of Uruguay, was to establish conuitions which would enable

conversations to be held bet1veen the United Nations and Portugal on the subject

of the future of the territories, and between Portugal and the representatives

of the territories under its administration. The Ccrr~ittee should therefore

repeat the proposal made by the United States during the seventeenth session of

the General Assembly that two delegations should be sent, one to Angola and one

to Mozambi~ue, with a re~uest that the mission should be extended to all the

Portuguese territories. The mission would study political, economic and social

conditions in the territories and the aspirations of their peoples. The members

of the mission should be appoirrted by the Chairman of the Committee, in

consultation with the President of the General Assembly and all delegations,

including that of Portugal. The Portuguese Government should undertake to comply

with any decision reached by the General Assembly following its examination of

the mission's report. Portugal should refrain from any military action during

the mission's visit to the territories and until the General Assembly had

examined the mission's report. In that way, it could demonstrate its desire to

co-operate with the General Assembly.

194. In conclusion, he said that, in his delegation's view, recourse to the

Security Council was, to say the least, premature at the present stage and the

Committee should carefully study the proposal of the delegation of Uruguay and

exhaust all the possibilities it offered before considering taking any other step.

195. The representative of the United Kingdom said that, since the sixteenth

session, the General Assembly and some of its subsidiary organs had devoted more

time to the ~uestion of Portugal'S overseas territories than to any other

colonial matters. The Co~nittee had now taken on that task at the point reached

by the resolutions of the seventeenth session of the General AssembJ.y; the

essence of the Committee's work should be not to drive Portugal into isolation

by adopting drastic recommendations, but to enable the peoples of the territories
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concerned to progress towards the objectives laid down in the Charter~ Some of

the statements made during the Ccrrmittee's debates seemed to suggest that there

was nothing that the Ccmmittee could usefully do and that the situation in the

territories administered by Portugal was hopeless. It was true that the report

of the Special Committee on Angola gave a sombre picture of the situation in

that territory, for which the chosen policies of the Portuguese Government were

in large measure responsible, but the United Kingdom delegation di.d not consider

the situation to be hopeless and thought that it might yet be possible to persuade

Portugal to alter its policy. In his delegation's opinion, the United Nations

should recognize that, although Article 73 of the Charter applied to those

territories, the responsibility for the timing of their progress towards

self-goverrunent was Portugal's and Portugal's alone. The United Kingdom, whose

policy towards its dependent territories had been very different from that

followed by Portugal, felt that it was its duty to speak on the subject in the

interests of bringing about a reasonable sol~tion. It hoped that the Portuguese

Government would see the wisdom of accepting a policy by which the peoples of its

territories could choose eventual self-government or independence, since that

was the only policy that co~ld offer the prospect of a settlement which would

be in the interests of Portugal itself as well as of the territories concerned.

Other countries had a duty to facilitate a smooth transition towards that

solution.

196. He believed that he could detect certain premising signs in Portugal's

attitude. Portugal did not transmit information on its territories; on the other

hand, as a Member of the United Nations, it had a steady record of co-operation

with the specialized agencies. In particular, Portugal and the Portuguese

territories played an active part in the affairs of the World Health Organization,

the Food and Agriculture Organization and the International Labour Organisation,

as the reports of those Organizations, which could not be ignored, gave proof.

Nor should it be forgotten that, during the seventeenth session of the General

Assembly, the Portuguese Government had been ready to accept the idea of a visit

by one or two international rapporteurs to Angola and Mozambique. That readiness

had been a substantial step to~ards fuller co-operation between Portugal and the
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United Nations. It was regrettable that the idea in its original form had

appeared unacceptable to a number of delegations, ,~1ich had wished to modify it

in such a VlaY as to mal\:e it quite different and unacceptable to the Portuguese

Government.

197. The United Kingdcm delegation was opposed to tl:c Clu.option of arbitrary

rcccw~endationswhich sought only to condemn. It would, on the contrary:

sup~ort ideas which were constructive and practical and which stoed serne chance

of being accepted by all concerned. It hoped that renewed effort8 ,vuuld be

made to establish contact along the lines of the initiative suggested at the

seventeenth session of the Assembly.
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198. The representative of Syria said that his delegation had already rrade lmmm

its vie'I'Ts on the tragic situation arising from Portugal's refusal to honcur :its

obligations under the Charter. His delegation believed that freedom lTaS the

inali~n:..l.ble right of all peoples and th8.t no pretext could justify their being

derrivcd 01' that right. The PorLuGuese thesis that Angola, Mozamb:i.(lUe,

Portuguese Guine<.l. :md che other smaller Portuguese territories vTere overseas

provinces of Portugal vas so unconvincing that even the allies of that country

had rejected it.. 'rhe General Asoembly, in its resolution 1542 (XV), had decided

that those territories Ifere Nor... -Self-Governing Territories and that Portugal,

as a Member of the United Nations, Ims in duty bound to fulfil the obligations

laid upon it by Chapter XI of the Charter. The Declaration on the granting

of independence to colonial countries and peoples had had no influence on the

Portuguese attitude. As HOS voll known, Portugc.l had persisted in its polic:y

of repression in Angola and was continuing to dl"::Y the most elementary right~1

to the peoples of its other colonies.

199. Faced with sueb :J, tragic situation, the Committee would be ,justified in

acting on the basis of resolution 1810 (XVII), which asked the Committee to

apprise the SQcurity Council of any developments in the territories concerneoJ

vnlich might threaten irrt.ernational peace.

200. He considered, however, that before haVing recourse to the Security

Council, the Committee should examine the suggestion made by the representative',::

of Ethiopia and Mali, and endorsed by several delegations, that it should try

once again to obtain Portugal's co-operation in realiZing the objectives

enshrined in the Declaration. The Co~nittee should not limit itself to adopting

resolutions and making recommendations 'co the General Assemb1yj diploma.tic

efforts and negotiations would help to elucidate the complex issues a.nd

vTOuld facilitate the Committee' 8 task. Believing that the process of liberation

was irresistible and irreversible, his delegation earnestly wished to see

Portugal embark on a peaceful and constructive course, the only course vforthy of a

Member State of the United Nations. 'The Syrian delegation urged Portugal's

friends and allies to spare no effort to persuade that cOlmtry that it was

futile to oppose the march of historYj it. had no doubt that the peoples of the

P0rtuguese colonies would sooner or later achieve the fulfilment of their

legitireate aspirations.
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201. The representative of Australia said that the Australian position on the

Portuguese overseas territories was well knmin. Australia was profoundly

disturbed by the professed objectives and by the practices of Portugal in the

administration of those territories, and considered that they fell far short of

fulfilrr.ent of the obligations laid down in the Charter. His Government believed 

and had so informed the Portuguese Government dir8ctly - that the provisions of

Chapter XI of the Charter ought to be observed ~nd that the peoples of the

Portuguese territories ought to be given the opportunity to exercise the right

of self-determination.

202. He had been impressed by the sober and realistic statements that had been

made by many of his colleagues, and he had noted a good deal of agreement among

members of the Committee on the desirability of opening up a line of communication

between the United Nations and the Portuguese Government in order to persuade

the latter to make some movement towards the views embodied in resolutions of the

Gen~ral Assembly and of the Special Committee.

203. In his delegation I s view, there were reasons to hope for some such movement

on Portugal's part, reasons which had already been stated by several delegations,

including those of Uruguay and the United Kj.ngdom. As to the method to be

adopted, the Australian delegation considered that the objective being clearly

defined, the Committee should not tie its hands too firmly at the present stage.

He realized that, in situations where feelings were justifiably strong, there was

a desire for discussions to lead to immediate action; in the present case,

hovrever, results might be more certain if the Committee hastened slowly. It 1wuld

perhaps therefore be wise, after the conclusion of the general debate, to take

stock and see whether some suggestion capable of achieving a practical result

'would emerge. In following such a course the Committee would be acting in

accordance with the provisions of Article 73 of the Charter, which provided that

the interests of the inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territories were paramount.···,

204. Th~ representative of Chile said that his delegation had already expressed,

in the Security Council and in other bodies, its profound regret that Portugal was

refusing to co-operate and was ignoring United Na~ions '"resolutions , thus rendering

an already critical situation still more delicate. Chile had alvrays cherished

the hope that Portugal would follow the realistic e~ample of those Administering

Powers which, today, were co-operating with their former colonies in a friendly

'1
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spirit. He could not share Portugal's views on the status of its territories,

which, as the General Assembly had declared, came within the scope of Chapter XI

of the Charter. He therefore considered that the Committee should continue to

seek means of bringing about the speedy and complete implementation of the

Declaration on the granting of independence.

205. In a situation which was becom~ng increasingly distressing, his delegation

had been particularly happy to note the constructive aspects of the statements

made by the representatives of Uruguay, Cambodia and Mali. The Chilean

delegation did not consider that the Special ~ommittee should necessarily

adopt any new resolutions at the present stage. By carrying out the measures

envisaged in resolution 1807 (XVII), the Committee would be simultaneously giving

effect to the provisions of resolution 1514 (XV). The Chilean delegation

also supported the suggestions made on 7 March by the Uruguayan representative.

Like that representative and the representative of Mali, his delegation considered

that direct conversations with Lisbon should be encouraged and would support any

proposals to that effect, since it felt that all means of persuasion should be

exhausted before more extreme measures were enVisaged. It was notable that

nearly all members of the Committee were agreed that an attempt should first be

made to obtain Portugal t S co-operation. He hoped that the Portuguese Government

would not reject the opportunity thus offered to it.

206. The representative of India said that his delegation had already frequently

placed on record its views on the deplorable conditions in which the peoples

lived in the territories administered by Portugal, where they were SUbjected to

a ruthless regime. Portugal's colonial policies wer'd universally condemned, and

the Indian delegation was confident that the United Nations would pursue its

endeavours to the end. The Organization had rejected the fallacious and absurd

argument that the Portuguese colonies were "overseas provinces". No one was

deceived by that argument, nor by the so-called reforms introduced by the

Portuguese Government. Those Window-dressing reforms only served to prove that

reforms had been needed and that the declarations made by Portugal before 1961

were false. It was in the statements of the petitioners that the true state of

aff~irs was revealed.

207. The Committee's task was to see that resolution 1514 (XV) was implemented

Without delay. To tha\-'end, the Assembly had adopted several resolutions,
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including resolutions 1807 (XVII) and 1819 (XVII). VLu'ious COlmnittees, and the

Security Cotmcil itself, tad stuJied the situation in detail. Portugal, however,

llad ignored the n:u.ny resolutions which had been l.):J,ssed. His delegation had

already stated that, ii' Portugal shut the door to change, the latter 1fOuld come

ti11'cuCll force anc.1 blocdshed. Lvel'ythinB Ghould l)e dene to avoid that situation.

The L'0Gl)les of' thE. tel'l'ltoric:J under Portuguese administration 1fOuld find little

c0113cl:;;.Lcli il: th0 ImovledG8 t~H;,.t yet another resolution had been adopted

ccndclD.1inr; PortuGal's policies. Those peoples uere hoping for positive action.

208. His delegation, keeping in mind the serious developments \-rhich were taking

place in Angola, IJozambi~ue, Portuguese Guinea and other Portuguese colonies, had

listened \[ith interest to the suggestions made by the representatives of Cambodia,

.wthiopia, Mali, Sierra Leone, Tunisia, Tanganyikc.. an\l U.'uguay concerning the

(l(;,3:!:':Q~,~~.iGy of attempting to establish contacts w; .t'ul'L,ugal. The form to be

1:;;,1'.l;;l c,y such ccnto.c.:ts \Vas, in his vie\-r, a rr:atter of dettil 'which could be \fOrl\.ed

:·u:L.

209. '"itll rego.!'d ;~o the proposal made by the United States at the seventeenth

session of the General Assembly, he recalled that his delegation, while aware of

the limitations of the proposal, had recognized that it would be a small step in

the right direction and would not in any 'Hay prejudice any earlier or subsequent

decisions of the United Nations \-rith regard to the Portuguese colonies. His

delegation had noted with interest the 'Iunisian representative's statement at the

127th meeting that it migh"t be useful to tal\.e up the proposal vTithin the context

of resolu:tion 1514 (XV) and of the Corr@ittee's olm work. No one had any illusions

regardinr; the attitude of the Portuguese Government) which had only recently

refused an invitation to be present during the Conunittee's debates. The Committee

must not, hmTever) lay itself open to the accusation of neglecting to exhaust all

a,renlles before tal\.ing the matter to the Security Council. It vTould therefore be

desirable to attempt to establish contacts with the Portuguese Government, an

8nc1eavour in uhich Portugal's frie:nds could play a helpful role. If, hm-rever,

the response of Portugal I'TaS negative, his delegation agreed IviLh the Ethiopian

representative that the attention of the Security Council shou].d be drGl!.m to the

matter urgently; that would be in l\.eeping vTith the letter and upirH of'

resolutions 1807 (XVII) and 1810 (XVII).
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D. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL CONMITTEE

210. At the 130th meeting on 15 Earch 1963, the Chairman stated that, following

the conclusion of the general debate, conversations had tal-;:en place betlveen

delegations concerning certain intermediate steps to be taken with regard to

this lluestion and that, as a result, a consensus of vielvs had been reached.

The Chairman outlined the consensus as follows:

lIDelegations have expressed their vielvs on the territories under

Portuguese administration with respect to the implementation of

resolution 1514 (XV), and from the general debate the follmving seems

to be the general view. The majority of the members of the .special Committee

have felt, despite the refusal of ~he Portuguese Government to co-operate

Ivith respect to the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of

independence to colonial countries und peoples that new efforts should be

made to obtain the co-operation of the Portuguese Government. It Has

therefore proposed that measures should be taken for a visiting 3roup of

the Cow~littee to contact the Portuguese Government with a view to undertaking

consultations Ivithin the framelvork of the terms of reference of the Committee.

lISome delegations that favoured the immediate resort to the Security

Council have agreed with this proposal as an intermediate step. Without

prejudging any later decision that may be taken on the IT2tter, the Special

Committee has, at the present stage of its work, entrusted the Chairman with

the duty of proposing to the Portuguese Government, in the ITost appropriate

way, the establishment of contact with a visiting group of the Committee

which might in due course go to Lisbon. The nomination of delegations to

form this visiting group has been left to the discretion of the Chairman.

However, in order to enable the Special Committee to carry out its task

fully and properly, the visiting group will have to report at the latest

on 30 March 1963. 11

211. On 18 March, the Chairman met with the Permanent Representative of Portugal

to the United Nations and conveyed to him the views of the Special Committee as

expressed in the consensus and relluested the co-operation of the Portuguese
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Government. This meeting was follmved by a letter33/ from the Chairn:an dated

20 ~~rch to the Permanent Representative containing relevant extracts from the

consensus.

212. The Portuguese Government replied, by letter dated 31 March 1963, from

the Permanent Representative of pcrtUgal. 34/ The letter reiterated the position

of the Government, stating, inter alia, that it 'vould be impossible for the

Governn:ent to admit the legitimacy of the Special Committee's activities or to

recognize its competence in matters which, for the Portuguese Government, fell

within its internal jurisdiction. The letter stated that the Portuguese Government

was determined to maintain its position and had restated it so that there could

be ne possibility ef misunderstanding. The Portuguese Government was prepared

to take up (MO allegations which had been made in the Special Committee; the

refusal to transmit information and the threat to international peace and

security that Portugal was said to constitute. Portugal's refusal to transmit

information, the letter continued, must be understood as applying only in

connexion with the manner in which some delegations were seeking to apply

Article 73 of the Charter, since outside that context the Portuguese Government

had never refused to supply the fullest and most complete information concerning

its overseas territories. The letter recalled that the Portuguese Government

had accepted the proposal made by the United Stat2s at the seventeenth session

of the General Assembly that two special rapporteurs investigate conditions in

two Portuguese Territories in Africa. ~rith regard to the allegation that Portugal

constituted a threat to international peace and security, 'vhich it considered

to be without foundation and made for purely demagogic and propaganda purposes,

the Portuguese Government emphasized that it must be concluded that such a

threat, at a time when there was no apparent threat to world peace, could only

exist in relation to territories or countries adjoining the Portuguese overseas

provinces, vrhich would have a more legitimate interest than other countries in

verifying the source of the allegation. It accordingly suggestei that meetings

33/ A/AC.109/36 and Corr.l.

34/ Ibid.
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be held between the Portuguese Governffient ond the Governments of countries or

territories uhich are contiguous to the Portuguese overseas provinces. Such

meetings should be for the purpose of considering matters of corrmon interest,

providing cm cpportunity for the clarification of certain points \vhich did not

appear to be SUfficiently well understood and securing mutual guarantees of good

neighbourly ~e1ations. The Portuguese Government was prepared to negotiate

non-aggression agreements with the Governments of countries and territories

contiguous to the Portuguese overseas provinces that so desired, and thus put an

end to an a.11egation which it conside:ced \'Tithout the slightest foundation. The

letter further stated that Portugal did not rule out provisions calling for

co-operation in all fields of mutual interest.

213. At the 141st meeting, on 3 April 1963, follOWing the receipt of the reply

of the Portuguese Government, Cambodia, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, the Ivory

Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tanganyika, Tunisia and Yugoslavia

submitted a joint draft reso1ution,35/ subsequently revised, 36/ whereby the

Special Committee WOUld, inter alia, decide to draw the immediate attention of

the Security Council to the situation with a view to its taking appropriate

measures, including sanctions, to secure compliance by Portugal with the relevant

resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council.

214. The representative of Ethiopia in introducing the joint draft resolution

recalled that at the beginning of its discussion of the territories under

Portuguese administration, the Special Coromittee had invited the Portuguese

Governffient to participate in its work, without the right to vote. The Portuguese

Government's reply had been negative. The Committee had then tried to establish

contact \vith the Portuguese Government and had suspended its discussions on

the question for over fifteen days in order to allow that Government time to

decide vThether it vTou1d agree to receive a SUb-committee of the 0pecia1 Committee.

Portugal's reply Has again negative and it contained a number of irrelevant

matters. For example, the Portuguese Goverr~ent complained that the General

35/ A/AC.109/L.46.

~~/ A/AC.109/L.46/Rev.1.
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Assembly had not agreed to the United States proposal that one or two rapporteurs

should be sent to the Portuguese territories and it pointed o~t that those

rapportetITs would have been able to collect information. It had been because

many delegations, including that of Etlliopia, had considered that there was no

need to collect information, since the situation in the Portuguese territories

was well knmvn, that they had persuaded the United States delegation to withdraw

its proposal. 110reover, Portugal had wanted to dictate the choice of those

rapporteurs in such a "'lay as to exclude any representative of the l\.sian or

African countries. l.fuat was needed \Vas to send a sub-committee composed of

representatives of the various groups to ensure that the resolutions on the

Portuguese territories and resolution 1514 (A~) on colonialism were implemented.

215. Instead of stating frankly that it did not accept the Ccrrmittee's proposal,

the Portuguese Government had said that it was ready to hold talks with the

Governments of the territories or States adjoining the Portuguese territories,

since the threat it was alleged to constitute tu international peace and security

could only exist specifically in relation to those territories and countries.

Its reply was therefore as discourteous as it was irrelevant.

216. Faced by that refusal to co-operate, he and the other sponsors of the draft

resolution thought that there could no longer be any ~uestion of being patient

and trying to be accomodating, as some delegations had recommended. If it wanted

to discharge its obligations, the Committee had no choice but to send the matter

to the authority which had more power and influence than the Committee, namely,

the Security Council.

217. The representative of Tanganyika said that his delegation had read the

reply from the Portuguese Government with disappointment and indignation. Once

again that Governmerrt had shown its contempt for the General Assembly and for

public opinion. As for the Portuguese Government's offer to conclude agreements

with neighbouring African States, that was no more than a hypocritical manoeuvre.

The free African States would sign agreements with the African territories at

present under Portuguese domination when those territories had attained freedom

and independence. Portugal was intensifying its campaign of tyranny and

c~termination in those territories. It had recently violated Tanganyikan air

space.

/ ...
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218. H~vinG siven Portugal its 18st chance, che Cornnittee h~d ne choice tut to

~?19. Tlle" repl'e::'·nL:tt.iv(; of nali 8ai<1 t.hat his c1eL.'gaticn Ind hc-ped that thE'

esta.blishrr.ent 0f ccnta.ct i-Tith Portugal i-TOule) hove marltec1 the bCGinninc cl'

fruHfllJ. CO-Gl.x:ration er. thc lJasis of resolution 1514 (AV). Pcr:;u,;::..l's yc::rly

to the l~tter (l').tc:/! 20 March 1963 frcm the Chairn:an had destroyed 2.ny hc£)e

of encl. (.. -Opl,}·:?.t Lun. tioreovor, that reply vTaS 0.. gruve i.nsnlt to the CC;:YH~ ttee

8n;:1, the lJl'litcd Nations. 8alazcr 1 s fascist regime i'Tent so far :J.S to OU."S>iCll

th~. legHimacy of the Special Ccnnnittee and its competence in the field ef

d8colonization.

220. After Portugal1s rejection of im1tuuerable General Assembly rfEoln1: ilr '"

and its most recent refusal to co-operate, the only CC1..IT'se left 'J'S to talte thc

matter to the Security Council, in view of the intensified repression 1:)'=1n,,:

exercised in the Portuguese colonies. It vTaS i-Tith that in vie'l'T that his

delegation and ti'Telve others had drm-m up the draft resolution.

221. The representative of S'ierra Leone said that his delegation, vThich iT'],L3 ~;'.

sponsor of the draft resolution) fully supported the Ethiopian represental~iv~,:tu

remarlts. The Committee had indeed explored all possibilities concerning the

question of the Portuguese territories. AlthOUGh the Portuguese Governffient h9.d

ccnsistently disregarded the many resolutions vhich had been adopteCl) the Ccmmitr.cc

had c1ecided to give Portugal one last chance to take steps to remedy a ~}sJ~tion

whieh all members of the Comnittee considered alarming. The Portuguese Government

had not only rejected all ideas of compromise but had adopted a defiant s~t.t'itude

tOi'Tards the COlillnittee.

222. That vTas \-Thy his delegation supported the provision of the draft resollltion

that the question of the Portuguese territories should be referred to the GCCLIT'ity

Council. He drevT particular attention to operative p9.ragraph L~) ,'Thieh re:1uested

the Security Council to take appropriate measures, "including sanetions tl
•

Indeed) some countries) including 8ierral Leone, had already taken sanctions

against Portugal.
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223. The members of the Committee could not be accused of being inwatient. They

could not adopt a passive attitude after Portugal's reply; they must rrake their

position clear and they could do so in the roll-call vote en the draft resoluticn.

He hoped that all members of the Committee would vote in favour of the draft

resolution.

224. The representative of Bulgaria said that his delegation wholeheartedly

supported the draft resolution and considered that its provisions were fully

justified by the disturbing developments in the territories under Portuguese

administration and by the continued refusal of the Portuguese Government to

implement the Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries

and peoples and the General Assembly resolutions regarding the Portuguese

territories. The Bulgarian delegation considered that only decisive measures

on the part of the United Nations could change the attitude of the Portuguese

Government.

225. The representative of Yugoslavia recalled that his delegation had agreed to

fresh efforts being made to secure the co-operation of the Portuguese Government.

Since Portugal had once again refused to co-operate with the United Nations and

was again defying it, tIle Yugoslav delegation was of the opinion that the matter

should be brought before the Security Council, as was proposed in the draft

resolution, of which the Yugoslav delegation was a sponsor.

226. The representative of Poland said that he would vote in favour of the draft

resolution. The intransigence of Portugal and its defiance of the United Nations

Charter had been affirmed once more in the reply which the Portuguese Government

had just made to the communication from the Chairman of the Committee. The

Polish delegation shared the indignation felt by the African delegations at the

manner in which the Portuguese Government had replied to the message of good will

from the Committee. Although it had had no illusions, the Polish delegation

had agreed to the suggestion that a mission should be sent to Lisbon to seek

the co-operation of Portugal in the peaceful implementation of the Declaration

on colonialism. Since every means of persuasion had been exhausted, the time

had come for the United Nations to use the means which it had at its disposal

for the implementation of its decisions.

/ ...
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227. In view of the intolerable situation in Angola, ?ortuguese GUinea, ~bzambi~ue

and other Portuguese colonies, the United Nations was in duty bound to take

steps urgently. to meet the mounting threat to peace and security presented by

that situation. The Polish delegation agreed with the sponsors of the draft

resolution that the most appropriate way of giving effect to the General

Assembly's recommendations was to bring the matter before the Security Council

without delay. Portugal's refusal to meet its obligations was a challenge

not only to the African States but to the entire international community and

to the United Nations.

228. The representative of Syria said that his delegation was profoundly

disappointed that Portugal had replied in such a disdainful manner to the

Committee's sincere desire for co-operation. In so doing Portugal had revealed

its true intentions and had shown that it 1vas blind to the realities of life

and history. It was the duty of the Committee to work with determination to

discharge the task which had been assigned to it by the General Assembly and

he was certain that the United Nations would prove worthy of the confidence

placed in it by the peoples who were at present strugg~ing for their liberation.

229. The representative of Cambodia said that his delegation had on several

occasions appealed to the good sense of Portugal to grant the right of self

determination to the peoples under its administration. Portugal had not shown

good sense in its reply and it now behoved the Committee to bring the matter,

which was a threat to world security, before the Security Council. Cambodia

supported the African peoples which were demanding liberty and independence.

230. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics said that

although his delegation had been very sceptical about the likelihood of a

favourable reply, it had agreed that another attempt should be made to induce

the Portuguese Government to listen to the voice of reason.

231. The draft resolution provided for serious measures to be taken by the

United Nations under the Charter. The USSR delegation was sure that the members

of the Committee realized that the measures recommended were fUlly justified.

The text had the support of the USSR delegation and would have its full backing

in the Security Council. The outcome, however, would depend also on the

delegations of other countries, in particular the United States and the

I ...
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United Kingdom. He hoped. that all the members of the C'ommi L l.ee \-f(mlil 8U1J1}LJl'L

the draft resolution and ~vould realize that every possible step should be tal,en

to achieve a solution of the problem, 1-7hich ~vas of such vital imp'lrtnnce for

Africa and for the peace of the \\Thole world.

232. 'lbe representative of Uruguay said that his delegation recrett.ed the Portuguese

Government's refusal, in its reply to the Chairman's letter, to enter into

contact ~.;ith the Committee and to recognize its cornpet.:=nce or the validity of the

United Nations resolutions on the subject. 'lbe ~vay of negotiation was thtlS closed

to the Committee.

233. Hith regard to the draft resolution he said that in so far as that draft

resolution was in accordance with the Committeets terms of reference and

the terms of previous resolutions, his delegation ~vould vote in favour of :Lt.

He had, hmrever .. tHO reservations to mal'e. Firstly, his delegation did not

think that the ~vording "Noting with indignation" at the beginnin['; of the sixth

preambular paragraph was in keeping with United Nations usage or was necessary

in a text which ~vas already sufficiently severe in tonej he would therefore like

those ~vords to be changed. Secondly, his d.elegation was of the opinion that the

Security Council was not only the sole body competent to decide ~vhether there

really was a threat to peace but the only body competent to decide upon the

steps to be taken in case of need. That principle was at the very root of the

balance between the powers of the Security Council and those of the General Assembly.

Article 11 (3) of the United Nations Charter stated that "'lbe General Assembly

may call the attention of the Security Council to situations which are likely

to endanger international peace and security", while Article 99 gave the

Secretary-General the same right. In paragraph 8 (d) of resolution 1810 (XVII),

the General Assembly had invited the Special Committee to apprise the

Security Council of any developments in the colonial territories which might

threaten international peace and security. In each case, however, all that ~vas

possible was to report concrete facts to the Security Council, not to make

recommendations on the way in which the problems might be solved. ltlhile, therefore,

it would vote in favour of the draft resolution as a whole, the delegation of

Uruguay would vote against the vrords "including sanctions".
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234. The representative of yenezuela stated that he would vote in favour of the

draft resoluticn; his delegation approved the substance of the draft resolution

but would like the sponsors to make a few changes in the text which would improve

it. The first change c.oncerned the fifth preambular paragraph: a Member State

could not be obliged to appear before the Committee and it would be better to

use some sucb phrase as flattend its meetings ll
• Furthermore, he would like the

words lTNoting with indignation ll in the sixth preambular paragraph to be replaced

wi th some such '\vording as lTNoting with regret ll, since United Nations bodies should

not allow themselves to be carried away by passion but should act calmly in all

circumstances. Finally, he considered that the words t'including sanctions IT in

operative paragraph 4 should be deleted, since it was the Security Council's

re:ponsibility to decide what steps should be taken. The deletion of those words

would not affect the substance of the draft resolution, for the words already

appeared in the resolutions referred to in cperative :r;aragraph 4. In any event,

the Venezuelan delegation's vote in favour of the draft resolution, if its present

wording was retained, would be cast on the understanding that notbing in the draft

resolution restricted in the slightest degree the freedom of action of the Security

CounCil, wbich was the body competent to decide, in the light of the pertinent

facts and circumstances, when international peace was endangered and wbat measures

should be taken if tbat was the case.

235. The representative of Denmark said that the Government and people of Denmark

were strongly opposed to the policy followed by the Government of Portugal. He

did not consider, however, that tbere was any reason why an effective resolution

should not be wcrded in very sober terms. It was for that reason that he appealed

to the sponsors to modify the words lICondemns very strongly the attitude of

Portugal ll at the beginning of operative paragraph 3, since a condemnation was in

itself a serious thing.

236. The representative of Chile agreed with the observations made by the

representatives of Urugu~y and Venezuela and the requests which they had made to

the sponsors of the draft resolution. ~lith regard to the words, lIincluding

sanctions", her delegation considered that the Security Council had exclusive

competence in that matter. Even if the words in question were retained, however,

she would vote in favour of the draft resolution as a whole.

237. The representative of the United Kingdom said that his delegation had

grave reservations on the advisability of the recommendation that the ~lestion

of Portugal's overseas territories should be brought before the Security Council.
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He did not question that the General Assembly or a Committee set up by the Assenbly

had the right to say that the time had come for a particular question to be

debated by the Security Council. The draft resolution, however, seemed to him to

go much further than that. Not only did it affirm that a threat to peace eXisted,

but it implied that the situation in all the territories with which the Committee

was concerned presented that threat and, by mentioning sanctions, it suggested in

advance what the Security Council should do about it.

238. The United Kingdom delegation had never concealed its disapproval of certain

aspects of the Portuguese Government's policy in its overseas territories.

Nevertheless, recommendations of the kind made in the draft resolution,

particularly the mention of sanctions, seemed to go beyond what was required by the

facts as known to his delegation and it would therefore be unable to vote in

favour of the draft resolution.

239. The opinion had been expressed in the Corrlllittee that the letter from the

Permanent Representative of Portugal was entirely negative, but it seemed to the

United Kingdom delegation that the suggestion made in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the

letter was worthy of further exploration and that the Committee should not ignore

it, thus breaking off the dialogue, without some further elucidation of what the

Government of Portugal had in mind.

240. The representative of the United States of America recalled that he had

already set. forth the policy of the United States with regard to the Portuguese

territories. The United States considered that the principle of self-determination

was applicable to those territories. It had continuously supported the measures

contemplated since the Security' Council had dealt with Angola, and it felt that

Portugal should recognize the principle of self-determination and apply it in

its territories.

241~ His delegation had been deeply disappointed by the Portuguese Government's

reply to the letter from the Committee's Chairman. The Committee had been

-moderate in its approach and sincerely desirous of establishing a basis for

communication with the Portuguese authorities which would encourage a peaceful

solution of the problem. The United States Government for its part had urged the

Portuguese Government to co-operate with the Committee. Portugal's reply had made

no reference to the possibility of the exercise of the right of self-determination
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in the Portuguese territories, nor had it indicated any willingness, even reserving

Portugal's own positioL, to accept the principle of consultation ,nth the Committee.

242. While his delegation could. understand the reaction - as expressed in the

draft resolution before the Corronittee - of certain other delegations to

Portugal's reply, it feared that the reaction might be premature in some respects,

for paragraph 9 of the Portuguese reply might by implication offer a possibility

of discussions on the matter with the Secretary-General. It might have been

advisable to try to ascertain what the Portuguese Government had had in mind with

respect to that paragraph.

243. His delegation would be unable to support the second preambular pargraph,

which suggested that the sUuation, in all the Portuguese territories,

constituted a threat to international peace and security, a contention not borne

out by the facts. It wou:l.d be more accurate to say that the situation,. in some of

the Portuguese territories, was such that its continuation wpuld be likely to

endanger the maintenance of international peace and security. His delegation

would abstain on the next to last preambular paragraph, which was inaccurate.

The reference in that paragraph should be, not to earlier resolutions, but to the

Chairman's letter, which simply invited the Government of Portugal, in

deliberately vague terms, "to make contact with a visiting group of the Committee".

244. His delegation would vote in favour of operative paragraphs 1 and 2. It

would abstain on paragraph 3, since the word "condemns" was one which in its

opinion should be used only in the last resort. It would have been able to vote

in favour of that paragraph if a word such as "deplores" had been used. It would

vote against operative paragraph 4, as the sponsors had not seen fit to delete the

reference to sanctions. His delegation had be~n opposed to the application of

sanctions in earlier cases of a similar nature. It considered that the United

Nations should be used as an instrument of diplomacy and for the mobilization of.

wor~d opinion in support of just causes rather than as an instrument of coercion.

245. As it was in sympathy with the attitude reflected in. the draft resolution,

his delegation would not vote a~ainst the text as a whole. However, the seriouq

objections which it had enumerated would prevent it from casting a favourable

vote, and it would therefore be obliged to abstain.
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2!f6. The sponsors of the thirteen-Power revised draft resollltion, at the request

of the reprcse:ntative of Venezuela, mcdified the fifth preambl11ar paragraph, which

read: IIDeploring the refusal of the Government of POl'tugal to accept the

invitation •••••• to appear before it 11 , by substituting the words IIto attend its

mectjngs ll for the 'Ivords Ilto appear before it ll
• They also accepted a suggestion by

the representative of Uruguay to replace the words "Noting 'I'Tith indignation ll by

the vrords lIJ.\Toting 'I-Tith regret ll in the sixth preambular paragraph referring to the

II re jection by the Portuguese Government to receive a Sub-Committee to discuss the

implementation of all resolutions relative to Portuguese territories ll
• They felt

unable to accept a modification, sought by the representative of Denmark, to the

vrords IICondenills very stronglytl in operative paragraph 3 of the revised draft

resolution with reference to the attitude of Portugal. They were also unable to

accept the dclc:t:ion of the words lIincluding sanctions" in the fourth operative

paragraph drawing the attention of the Security Council to the situation.

2Lf7. 'I'he representative of Australia, in explaining his vote, said that it seemed

to hi.s dc'lcgation that the draft resolution had had two aims. The first had been

to express the feeling of the Committee in the light of the Portug~ese Governmentls

refusal to engage in a dialogue with it. In that sense the draft resolution had

on the 'I-Thole been acceptable to his delegation, 'Ivith the exception, of operative

paragraph 3, where a question of wording had obliged it to abstain. His delegation

vTas grateful to the sponsors of the draft resolution for having altered the vTording

on certain other points, which had very nearly made it possible: for the Committee

to express its feelings unanimously.

248. In the second place, the draft resolution had advocated certain measures,

namely, recrnlrse to the Security Council and the application of sanctYons. His

delegation had been unable to support such reccIiilllendations, partly for

constitutional reasons and partly because it felt that all the possibilities of
,

opening up communication with the Portuguese Government in an effort to solve the

problem hL~l not yet been exhausted. In its opinion, there were other means of

attaining that end than those recommended in the draft resolution.

2Lf9. He vnshes to stress that his delegation's abstention in the voting on the

text as a whole should not be taken as an indication of any lack of sympathy with

the concern felt by the sponGors of the draft resolution. It too was concerned at

~he present situation in the Portuguese territories and hoped that something positive

WolId still emerge from the Committee's discussions.
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250. The revised joint. draft resolution, as further revised orally, Iv3.S votel

upon at the 142nd meeting of the Special Committee on 4 hpril 1963. The veting

\Vas as follovls:

The first preambular paragraph was approved by 23 votes to none, l·ri-ch

1 abstention.

The second preambular paragraph Ims approved by 19 votes to none, with

5 abstentions.

The third preambular paragraph was approved unanimously.

The fourth preambular paragraph was approved by 22 votes to none, vrith

2 abstentions.

The fifth preambular paragraph was approved by 23 votes to none, with

1 abstention.

The sixth preambular paragraph was approved by 23 votes to none, with

1 abstention.

The seventh preambular paragraph was approved by 19 votes to none, wi ttl

5 abstentions.

Operative paragraph 1 was approved by 23 votes to none, with 1 abstention.

Operative paragraph 2 was approved by 23 votes to none, Ivith 1 abstention.

Operative paragraph 3 was approved by 19 votes to none, with 5 abstentions.

The \fords llincluding sanctions fl in operative paragraph 4 were approved by

a roll-call vote of 16 to 8, with no abstentions, as follows:

Bulgaria, Cambodia, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory

Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Poland, Sierra Leone, Syria,

Tanganyika, Tunisia, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

Yugoslavia.

Australia, Chile, Denmark, Italy, United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,

Uruguay, Venezuela.

Abstaining: None.

Operative paragraph 4 as a whole Ivas approved by 16 votes to 5, vrith

3 abstentions.

Operative paragraph 5 was approved by 19 votes to none, with 5 abstentions.
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The revised draft resolution as a whole was adopted by a roll-call vote of

19 to none, with 5 abstentions, as follows:

Abstaining: Australia, Denmark, Italy, United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland, United States of America.

251. The resolution thus adopted by the Special Committee with respect to the

Territories under Portuguese Administration reads as follows:

The Special Committee,

Recalling General Assembly/resolutions 1542 (XV) of 15 December 1960,

1699 (XVI) of 19 December 1961, 1742 (XVI) of 30 January 1962, 1807 (XVII)

of 14 December 1962, 1810 (XVII) of 17 December 1962 and 1819 (XVII) of

18 December 1962,

Having regard to the fact that the General Assembly in

resolution 1807 (XVII) of 14 December 1962 noted with concern that the policy

and acts of the Portuguese Government with regard to the territories under

its administration have created a situation which constitutes a serious threat

to international. peace and security and that in resolution 1819 (XVII) of

18 December 1962 it expressed the conviction that the colonial war being

carried on by the Government of Portugal in Angola, the violation by that

Government of the Security Ccuncil resolution of 9 June 1961,211 its

refusal to implement the provisions of the Declaration on the granting of

independence to colonial countries and peoples, contained in General Assembly

resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, and its continuous refusal to

implement resolutions 1542 (XV) of 15 December 1960, 1603 (XV) of

20 April 1961, 1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961 and 1742 (XVI) of

30 January 1962, constitute a source of international conflict and tension

as well as a serious threat to world peace and security,

In favour:

Against:

Bulgaria, Cambodia, Chile, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq,

Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Poland, Sierra Leone, Syria,

Tanganyika, Tunisia, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia.

None.
11

I

~ Official Records of the Security Council, Sixteenth Year, Supplement for
April, May and June 1961, document S!4e35.
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Having considered the situation in the territories under Po~tuguese

administration in the context of the ~elevant resolutions of the General

Assembly and the Security Council,

Recalling that the General Assembly asked the Special Committee in

paragraph 8 (d) of its resolution 1810 (XVII) of 17 December 1962 "to

apprise the Security Council of any development in these territories which

may threaten international peace and security",

Deploring the refusal of the Government of Portugal to accept the

invitation of the Special Committee on the situation with regard to the

implementation of the Declaration on the granting of independence to

colonial countries and peoples to attend its meetings,

Noting with regret the rejection by the Government of Portugal to

receive a Sub-Committee of the Special Committee to discuss the implementation

of all resolutions relative to Portuguese territories, in particular

resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960,

Recalling particularly that in paragraph 8 of resolution 1807 (XVII) of

14 December 1962 the General Assembly requested the Security Council "in

case the Portuguese Government should refuse to comply with the present

resolution and previous General Assembly resolutions on this question, to

take all appropriate measures to secure the compliance of Portugal with its

obligations as a Member State", and that in paragraph 9 of

resolution 1819 (XVII) of 18 December 1962 it requested the Security Council

"to take appropriate measures, including sanctions, to secure Portugal's

compliance with the present resolution and with the previous resolutions

of the General Assembly and of the Security Council",

1. Notes with deep regret and great concern the continued refusal of

the Government of Portugal to co-operate with the United Nations in the

implementation of the Declaration and other relevant resolutions relating

to the territories under its administration; and

2. Notes further that the Government of Portugal has not only taken

no steps to comply with the resolutions of the General Assembly and of the

Security Council, but, on the contrary, has continued its repressive measures

against the indigenous population by the use of military and other forces;
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3. Condemns very strongly the attitude of Portugal as contrary to

its obligations under the Charter of the United Nations;

4. Decides therefore to draw the immediate attention of the Security

Council to nhe present situation with the view to its taking appropriate

measures, including sanctions, in terms of puragraph 8 of the General

Assembly resolut~on 180( (XVII) of 14 December 1962 and paragraph 9 of the

General AssembJJr~~801ution1819 (XVII) of 18 December 1962, to secure

0nmpllunce by Portugal of the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly

and of the Security Council;

5. Requests the Secretary-General to bring this resolut.ion to the

immediate· attention of the Security Council and to transmit to the Council
. ..

the record~ ·of·the debate on this question in the Special Committee .

. ~52. By letter d~ted 5 April 1963, the Secretary-General brought this resolution

and the records of t;he debate on the question to the attention of the Security

council. 58/

t
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